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Root The Bengals
To Victory In
Homecoming Game
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Homecoming Activities
Attract Many Grads
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University of Nevada at Baxter
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rooters by San Jose State last
Stadium tonight. The Alumni are
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Irving Stone, popular lecturer
week, the gigantic mass welcome
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expected to lend their aid to the
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will
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hullabaloo of the year in Stockton.
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at the first of the Pacific Lecture
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down on an earlier train) get off
His subject will be "Jack Lon
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Pacific victory) will include Alumni
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for he is the author of Jack Lon
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BANQUET TOMORROW
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The annual Homecoming ban
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and
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the "Panorama of Pacific." The
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Born in San Francissco in 1903, the Pacific Lecture Series, Wed- side at the banquet.
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The
work
sheltering wing in vain atcessive speeding; and unnecessary
Irving Stone graduated from the | nesday.
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was worth it, Frosh claim.)
1 are e.\i>ectit to shut °ut the awful tion will be the traditional Ne noise.
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vada-Pacific
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prize
to
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Discussion of smoking was also
laude in Political Science and Eco
presentation of a silver cup to the
gainst the s™,id death and
destruction the victor of the football game. It taken up at the meeting and it
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4
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distance for the Homecoming cele
1933.
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the California State laws, students
bration. Reservations at press time
taking a Master's Degree and re
Becker, Jack out of the silence which fol FLOATS IN PARADE
are not to smoke on the school
total ninety-eight, so competition
turned to the University of Cali
id
came
the
haunting
howl
of
McGowan it
In the parade down Weber Ave grounds. Smoking is permitted in
for the cup is certain to be keen.
fornia to teach Economics and
Irubbs and \i oil
nue that will follow the reception, dormitories, houses and on Sta
secure a Ph. D.
Special music will be presented
positions, t" now> Octobrius, how do each living quarter on the compus dium Drive, but students smoking
He won a Little Theatre Prize
at the Homecoming banquet by
' and Bob yn get that way? That isn't the will sponsor a float of its own de in dormitory lobbies, outside of
Contest and it so went to his head
Pacific students and alumni. A
s the end spot ,he l'ara'ble was supposed to sign and making, adding color to houses, in front* of Anderson Hall,
that
he
skipped
out
for
France
on
string
trio consisting of Lawrence
1 Soper, John I I)on't fou remember that we the festivities. The motorcycle- or at dances are committing a
By BUFOJEtD BUSH
Short, Bruce Tomlinson and Cathe proceeds. He wrote seven full
1, Kientz, Hi! 64 10 finish with a Bengal escorted parade will proceed west serious offense.
mille Goff will play. Bob and Bar
length plays while traveling through
"There was a hot time in the old town last night." France, Switzerland and Italy, but Average member of the Pacific bara Harrison, popular sophomore
Clever sign cartoons are being
ipcr,
Bentleyr terln8 one fanK in a scom~ ward on Weber to Hunter Square
ill have their'8nar'88 *be xvolf uttered his where a big impromptu rally will constructed to be posted at dances At the height of the celebration of Freshman emancipa dropped all seven of them in the I Student Association spends $397.77 artists, will present a group of
cry •'
to remind students and visitors tion, yesterday evening the Pacific campus experienced Atlantic on the return voyage.
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Continued on Page 7 that smoking is not permitted.
such a scorching, freak heat wave that as a result even Settling in New York he deter- of the school year. This was the Special tables are being planned
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Starting yesterday, the final vote the Seniors deserted their studies.
mined to crash the "Literary outstanding fact revealed by the for the Class of '28, which is cele
! a queer mixture of paganism
is being taken on the question of
Christianity, though we admit
Perhaps there should have been cause for alarm, Game" at any cost. Producers re- results of the recent questionnaire brating its tenth anniversary, and
lockers on the campus for down
fused to stage his plays, magazine on student buying power conducted also for all Alumni who majored in
the perennial man from Mars
town students. Anyone desiring to but after all, it wasn't super-^
editors sent back his stories by by Dean of Men James H. Corson, art.
Id be at a loss to discover the
vote for lockers should put his natural and it wasn't the weather. and a better fire than in previous return mail and publishing houses
The staggering sum of $294,743.73 RECEPTION
stian element in our modern
years.
name, address, and year on a slip
Shucks! Haven't you guessed?
never let him get by the telephone is spent by the 741 students who
iratlon.
Yesterday after the Homecoming
of paper in the box located in the The "big heat" was merely the FROSH FIRED UP
girl. In order to make a living, answered the quiz. The tabulated
lirteen centuries ago one of
Continued on Page 7
Well! Maybe that meant some he turned to the traditional hack results, therefore, only represent
hall of the Administration Build
favorite pagan ceremonies was
result of the sacred ceremony of
thing for the resulting activity of work, writing confession, love, mur about sixty per cent of the total
ing.
Saint's Day, celebrated on NoLast week marked the beginning the lighting of the annual Frosh the part of those who worked can der and adventure stories.
enrollment of the College of the
ber 1. Ail spirits, both good
of
the new addition to the hall of Bonfire by the Sophomores. Oh only be likened to the spirit
Pacific and Stockton Junior Col
evil, were supposed to prowl
AT
the Administration Building. Fill yes! It was the Nevada game that arose in reaction to the con SUCCESS AT LAST
lege.
earth to help or harm men.
ing a prominent corner of the rally and the Homecoming rally demnation by the insurance au
In 1928 his first play, "The Dark
, the Druids of Ye Olde AngleCLOTHING EXPENSES
lobby is the pretentious-looking but to the Frosh it was emancipa thorities of the bonfire of the Mirror," was produced and became
Pacific
journalists
have
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in
celebrated in wierd fashion
By far the largest item of ex
tion, and the theme song of "Up, Class of '40.
"beef-box"
so-named
and
placed
an
immediate
success.
vited
to
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in
the
Alpha
' harvest festival at about the
penditure for non-Stockton stuThe
present
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plans
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Up
a
Little
Bit
Higher"
meant
a
From
then
on,
while
life
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not.
Phi Gamma writing tournament to there by the Student Affairs Com
e time.
' , ,, _,
dents during the school year is
bigger pile of kindling for the called for a 40 foot potential a "bed of roses" for Mr. Stone it
. * ,
honor their heoric ancestors, be held at 10 p. m. on November mittee for suggestions of students
room and board, but clothing ex
celebration. For the Frosh it blaze. They built it only to dis was decidedly on the upgrade.
to
benefit
the
school.
12,
at
Santa
Barbara
State
Col
stians supplanted the pagan
penses
rank
second in the list. The
In addition to the opinions on meant Freedom and for the Sophs cover that it was on condemned Among his leading works are "The 402 out-of-towners in the PSA spend
-Curb Serv Spirits' Day with All Saints' lege.
ground
with
the
nearest
safety
White Life," "Pageant of Youth,"
The tournament which is spon the book-locker question, any con it meant the culmination of the all
The evening before, October
close to $30,000 annually in Stock
;/ Dorado became known as Holy Eve, sored by the Alpha Phi Gamma, tributions of new ideas will be night guarding vigils on the levee zone 300 feet 12 hours and 50 "Lust for Life," "Modern Life and ton clothing stores. For local
freshmen
away.
Day
before
the
and
a
chance
for
some
sleep.
Modern
Art,"
"The
Novelist
In
a
As an added Homecoming fea
honorary coeducational journalis welcomed.
iallowe'en.
Stockton students, clothing is the
Yup, it was a great night high event took place, insurance big Democracy," "On the Trail of Vin
ture, Pacific Little Theatre's tour
o
tic
fraternity,
will
consist
of
a
'•Wing bonfires, cracking nuts,
wigs said "nix." Despite this blow cent Van Gogh Across Europe,' outstanding items of expense, the ing company will present the light,
lighted by a great fire.
'kg for apples, and telling series of press conferences includ
when the Rally opened the bonfire and the now-famous, "Sailor on 339 home-towners purchasing ap modern, three-act comedy, "The
But
'twas
always
n'ot
so,
for
a
4 stories are all
proximately $25,000 worth of wear
hangovers ing five interviews supplying infor
was present in all its fiery ex Horseback."
Ghost Flies South," Saturday at
week ago . . .
ing apparel.
Pagan days. Just remember mation on different types of writultation,
100
yards
from
its
origi
8:30.
Season
tickets
for
the
Lecture
Figuring
the
average
expenditure
your Hallowe'en party is in news, feature, society, sports
LAST WEEK
nal base and almost 35 feet high Series are now on sale: 75 -cents
Opening in Lodi on October 12,
y to worship
and
editorial.
Druid nature
Monday all was serene.
er (figures courtesy of Trevor for students and $1.00 for faculty for clothes, each non-Stockton stu the road show next trekked to
Each contestant will be regarded
dent spends $65.14, while the Stock
The annual homecoming bonfire Griffiths.)
Angels Camp and played to a
and townspeople.
value PL$:you buy a lot of the distinc- as a press representative and be re
ton student outdoes his out-of-town
was being quietly and efficiently
That's what '42 was offered by
packed auditorium on October 21.
quired
to
write
four
of
these
stories.
pay by a small margin with $73.02
Hailowe'en candy and invite
constructed by the Frosh. A week way of competition. But did they
Now the company is in rehearsal
Twenty minutes will be allowed for
of his money going for clothing.
again under DeMarcus Brown, pre
for Colli an4 Mrs. Faculty to your each story, except the editorial, for At a meeting of the campus end of trucking Bava-style had fold their arms and weep on the
Entertainment
and
transporta
'' you can have a gay old
placed upon the levee two piles wailing wall? They did not!
paring for its own "homecoming"
committee last Monday night,
tion are two other items for which
«|f Picking corn with the profs. which the time limit will be thirty
of material destined for the base
on Saturday night.
plans for the Asilomar Rally on
ALL'S
WELL
the average student spends heavily.
J'ould probably be more in minutes.
of the fire. Upon this base men
For entertainment purposes only,
So the Frosh went on the big
Awards will be presented the November 7 forged ahead. This and trucks were engaged in piling
Thirty-three dollars and twelve The Ghost Flies South" is all
fnS with our Western idiom
rally
for
all
those
who
have
been
build-up,
emptying
both
barrels
of
cents goes out of every student's
additional material for the centerh that you could polish winners by a committee of news
about the trouble which $400,000
to Asilomar, and those who are
the proverbial shotgun to top the
pocket during the school year for
stage spectacle of the outstanding
"ith the profs if you were paper men acting as judges.
causes to Miss Diana Meredith—
interested
in
going
or
knowing
Class of '40's fire which was a
104 bobber.
entertainment,
while
the
Stockton
rally of the year.
RULES RELEASED
sweet trouble!
Miss Bernadine
more about it, will include mo
75-footer.
street-cars, taxicabs and gas sta- Badger, sister of the San Fran
Everything was proceeding with
The rules of the contest are as tion pictures taken last year. Miss
wnCM,"PUS
So the Sophs prepared the cof
tions receive about $37.75 from each cisco opera sinjer, Flossita Badger,
out a ripple to disturb the calm
n fifty loyal sons of
the follows:
Ellen Deering and Rae Hunger
fee urns in a better-late-thanlocal Joe and Josephine College.
exterior of the diligent Frosh.
1.
Each
contestant
must
be
a
who will be heard in recital at the
a
® Bengal Tiger watched
ford are in charge of plans for
never vigil to forestall any more
It would have been an average
Conservatory on November 1, plays
The annual Student Christian MISCELLANEOUS COSTS
Autos Alonzo Stagg's 1938 registered undergraduate of his the meeting.
all
firing
attempts
of
zealous
offbonfire, of average height, con
las embark via Greyhound for college.
, . .
Many students at Pacific have
Conference of the Northern ReThe average student gives more the role of Diana who picks up
campus patriots.
2. Each contestant must bring inserted Asilomar into their bud structed by an average class, in
0se last week.
So up went the blaze of '42 gion, which will be held in Colfax than forty dollars annually in dues, the four hundred thousand on a
which to burn their "dinks of
J* °bserving soul pointed out his own typewriter. All other ma get and are beginning to save for honor and abstinance." A few emancipation, off guard go the this year, will start on Friday, gifts, contributions to local or- wild stock market gamble.
Extreme prejudices against any
e hame of the bus was the terials will be furnished.
this conference, which takes place
Sophs, in come the Grads and November, 4 and continue through ganizations, including churches. He
3. A registration fee of $2 per on the week following Christmas would have serpentined around home goes Nevada. Poor Nevada!
shells out at least thirty dollars form of speculation on the part
°f Vlctorville, and hoped it
Sunday,
November
6.
the pyre, and a few more would
Schools which take part in the for books and supplies each school of her fiancee and his mother make
Pfove prophetic. It was: the contestant will be charged for Tour It is felt by those who have been have yelled for Nevada's scalp But the Frosh will enjoy it for
Diana afraid to admit the source
w
nament
Day
Events.
now
.
.
.
NOW
.
.
.Ah,
no
dinks
to Asilomar in past years that it
conference are Chico State, Col- year,
* ° had forgotten that the
Tournament Day Events will con helps one to get a perspective; at the Homecoming game. That's and a date at last!
lege of the Pacific, California
A check on the spending by sexes of her fortune. She invents a fan
, a®.itcund for San Jose,
all.
Aggies, Modesto Junior College, reveals that the non-Stockton fe- tastic story about a fictitious "Un
^'•selen pulled an awfully tain: Writers' Tournament at 10 and to form a basis for evalua
But that was Monday!
a.
m.
Tournament
Luncheon,
a
6
tion of life's problems. Not least
Sacramento Junior College, San male of the species is more extra.va- cle William" who died somewhere
L" the other day. He was
Francisco State and University of gant than her out-of-town brother, out West and willed the money
on the Pennsylvania good program and a speaker from in its values is the week amid its TRAGEDY ENTERS
K" *ho emigrated from the the newspaper profession at 1 p. m. setting
of
unexcelled
natural
Nevada.
giving up a total of about $475 per to her. The comedy situation
Tuesday, the complexion of
8tates to the American Illustrated lectures in lithography beauty, enjoying the fellowship of
There will be three speakers on year to the average non-Stockton reaches its high snot when a sour
things was altered from rose to
first
and on photograving at 2:30 p. m. the cream of students from the smoldering black. In a blast that
atld was giving some of
the program from College of the man's $454. However, Stockton dough miner and an Indian squaw
eha,rac
arrive from Nome, claiming to be
The first zoology field trip was Pacific. Irvin Grubbs and Harold women are more careful about
teristics of the good Awarding of prizes in Writers pacific Southwest, and the intel was heard in Men's Hall, and un
Tournament, followed by afternoon lectual stimulation of outstanding justly attributed to an exploding held last Saturday and Sunday at Jacoby will be on a Saturday their money than the Stockton Bill Bantry's partner and wife
respectively, and demand a share
All of these events Christian personalities.
l°W
ple of Philadelphia eat tea at 3 p. m.
heater, one of the bonfire plies Point Lobos. Because of rather night panel, and Joyce Jacoby will men, the average hometown boy
Tv,a e% of
nf
of his earnings.
will
be
covered
by
the
contestants
s
lead
one
of
the
Saturday
morn
pre
spending
about
$302
per
annum
to
on the levee disappeared in a high breakers the students were
ting
tzels," he said. "Cross
Marion Akers, veteran of four
the girl's $287.
r
the a id
' •
blaze of gasoline soaked sparks. not able to get out as far as they ing discussion groups.
m
rin1 hoi t and hope to die if some $2 registration fee.
seasons on the Little Theatre stage,
The
main
purpose
of
the
con
had
planned.
Many
different
types
OTHER
FEATURES
Nothing
was
saved!
Nothing
was
Th Pretzels aren't a foot
JAYSEES EXTRAVAGANT
plays opposite Miss Badger, and
It ToWU
b aassV eV are the real hardened
The Alpha Phi Gamma society is
known of its origin! No insurance of sea life were carefully observed ference is to instruct the dele
the balance of the cast includes
Junior
College
students
spend
4s of
gates
in
cabinet
training.
The
pro
trying to obtain complimentary
Saturday night everyone took
could be collected! What a trick!
„tyles tp!: It We Pennsylvania."
gram will consist of discussion on the average, about five mori Toni Rifberg, Latta Ross, Bobbin
part
in
a
marshmallow
roast.
The
tickets
for
the
contestants
to
the
Wednesday
nothing
remained
of
shouldeTjj'jjjfl]lationt eren't asking for any Santa Barbara-Cai. Aggie football
than their Senior College Gay Peck, Carl Fuller, Jean HodgThis special Homecoming
the first labor of the Frosh but a night was spent at the 17-mile groups on "Developing Programs," dollars
liends, the figures being $402.92 ert, Marjorie Larsen, Doris Ran
nlfhen 1. Prof» no sir, especial"Cabinet
Training,"
"Membership
f
edition
of
the
WEEKLY
con
it,
pile of cold blackened ashes that drive camp in Pacific Grove.
\Yg>,
Professor is one of game that night. There will also
or eacb
ne^es
tains eight pages. To help the, is nothing but the flame thkt still
C. student and $370.26 kin, Howard Thurston, and Rich
G
On Sunday several students went and Finance," "Developing Public ^
KLY's star columnists be dinner and dancing in
for each upperclassman.
our b>aj
Affairs,
Race
and
Peace
ComThe to- ard Mirski.
reader
find
what
he
wants,
here
to
Church
while
others
observed
0r
smouldered in yearling hearts.
ire
0
professor. He might ning at a charge of fifty
Presented in addition to the regu
mittees,"
and
'How
to
Develop
Reexpenditures,
as
indicated
by
one
they
are:
Somebody had done the Frosh seals off Point Lobos and sharks
of our exam boners extra. Rooms may be obtained at
r suit
time.
ligious Emphasis in the Associa- the questionnaire results, show lar season of six productions, sea
News
Pages
1,
7,
8
which
had
been
caught
at
Mont
wrong
and
BOY!
WERE
THEY
Hotel Barbara at $1 per perton by
offtjon»
that 117 juniors and seniors spend son tickets will not be honored for
Features
Page 2
MAD. They swore a mighty oath erey. Sometime in the latter part
those wishing to Btay a111"^'
The
probable
cost
will
be
$3.00
$43,320.34
annually and the 624 "The Ghost Flies South." All seats
Editorials
Page 2
and as Les Dow, president of the of November, a similar field trip
Those wishing to attend Tourna
«n
Sports
Pages 3,4, Class of '42 put it, "We're going will be held for those who were or $3.50 for two nights and six | Junior Collegians put out $251,423.39 will be fifty cents only, an^ >1
n e's 1S so easy as to de- ment Day at Santa Barbara may
tickets will be
»t ths door.
during the school year.
tw Se". for what we wish
meals
Society
Pages 5,6^
to build a BIG FIRE—a bigger unable to attend this one.
secure invitations from M s
^ 1 believe."—DemostheCann.
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MAKE YOURSELVES AT HOME . . .

MR. AND MRS. C. O. P. COME HOME
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g r a d s , t h e o l d place h a s n ' t c h a n g e d m u c h . T o b e s u r e
the campus has blossomed out quite a bit since those
a l f a l f a a n d m u d - h o l e d a y s of n o t - s o - l o n g - a g o a n d w e
do have a brand new library since you were here last
fall, b u t e s s e n t i a l l y i t ' s t h e s a m e o l d P a c i f i c .
W e h a v e a l o t of n e w f a c e s a r o u n d h e r e , a t t r a c t e d
l a r g e l y b y a n e w s y s t e m of e d u c a t i o n , b u t t h e y a l l
veil lustily for C. O. P. and abide by the same tradi
t i o n s t h a t y o u of t h e C l a s s of '28, ' 0 8 o r ' 8 8 d i d w h e n
y o u w e r e u n d e r g r a d s . W e ' r e p r o u d of t h e m o d e r n i z a 
tion t h a t h a s t a k e n place i n o u r facilities a n d t h e n e w
additions that have been made to our faculty, but we
still e n j o y b r o w s i n g t h r o u g h s o m e of t h e a n t i q u a t e d
t o m e s in o u r l i b r a r y a n d c h a t t i n g w i t h s u c h P a c i f i c
landmarks as Knoles, Farley and Werner.
We scoot around the campus at careening speed
in the latest model cars (or Model 1 or A fords, in
s o m e c a s e s ) , b u t w e like o u r h i k e s a l o n g t h e levee, t o o .
And we do just about as much studying as you did—
the bull-session still b e i n g w h a t i t w a s a n d p r o b a b l y
a l w a y s will b e — t h e g r e a t e s t time-killer a s well a s
common denominator on the campus.
Like you, we have a football team; not a very big
one, but one that fights hard and gives,a pretty fair
a c c o u n t of itself in a n y c l a s s of c o m p e t i t i o n . W e a l s o
have a student body that gets out and roots the team
o n , n o t a l w a y s successfully b u t w i t h f i n e v o l u m e .

ONLY TWO WEEKS OFF
is the year's biggest event, from a Pacificite's stand
point. T h e C h i c a g o g a m e , h o n o r i n g t h e " h o m e c o m 
i n g " of P a c i f i c ' s A . A . S t a g g i n a f a s h i o n t h a t w i l l
iinuiiiiiiiB
c o m m a n d n a t i o n - w i d e a t t e n t i o n , i s o n t h e c a l e n d a r SB
f o r N o v e m b e r 12, t w o w e e k s f r o m t o m o r r o w . T h a t
means that you and you and you who are on the fence
The
about making the trip to Chicago with the team have
v e r y little t i m e i n w h i c h t o m a k e a d e c i s i o n .
JSIr
Cat's
L i t t l e n e e d is t h e r e t o s t r e s s t h e i m p o r t a n c e of
this event to C. O. P. and everyone connected with
Whisker
t h e i n s t i t u t i o n . I t will b e t h e f i r s t t i m e t h a t t h e o l d 
e s t school in t h e W e s t will a c t u a l l y b e t h e c y n o s u r e aiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiniinMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiB
By "STUB" HARVEY
of A m e r i c a ' e y e s . T h e n a t i o n t u r n e d i t s g a z e s o m e 
w h a t d e s u l t o r i l y t o w a r d S t o c k t o n w h e n S t a g g ^ w a s WELCOME!
first e n g a g e d a s c o a c h , b u t n o w i t p a u s e s t o s t a r e a s The Cat's Whisker says, "Hellohowdy!" Welcome to home-com
t h $ T i g e r s c o m e o u t of t h e W e s t t o p l a y t h e M a r o o n s ers!
In case you don't know, this
of C h i c a g o in c o m m e m o r a t i o n of t h e f o r t y - n i n e y e a r s column contains only "frosh" news*
of service t h a t S t a g g h a s g i v e n t o f o o t b a l l a t t h e t w o (The boss says if it isn't "frosh"
it isn't news.)
schools c o n c e r n e d .
RESULTS ON THE
Special t r a i n b e a r i n g A . A . ' s " F o r t y - N i n e r s " a n d RADIO POLL!
c o m p a n y will leave S t o c k t o n , M o n d a y , N o v e m b e r 7,
Favorite bands: Kay Kyser, 108;
B o b B u r n s , a l u m n i s e c r e t a r y , h a s w o r k e d e v e r y a n g l e Benny Goodman, 54; Tommy Dorsey, 33; Eddie Duchin, 19; Horace
t o t h e l a s t d e g r e e i n t h e a t t e m p t t o p u t t h e t r a n s c o n t i  Heidt, 15.
nental caravan across and his efforts have borne fruit
Favorite Popular Vocalist: Bing
H o w e v e r , t h e r e is still p l e n t y of r o o m o n t h a t Crosby, 103; Kenny Baker, 65; Ella
Fitzgerald, 19; Dorothy Lamour,
b i g t r a i n a n d n o w is t h e t i m e t o fill i t . T h i s w e e k e n d 12; Alice Faye, 10.
w o u l d be a f i n e t i m e f o r m a n y a l u m n i a n d ( s t u d e n t s
Favorite Comedian: Jack Benny,
w h o c a n a f f o r d i t ) t o d e c i d e d e f i n i t e l y o n t h e t r i p a n d 135; Eddie Bergen-Charlie Mc
126; Fred Allen, 31; Fib
t h u s help t o s w e l l P a c i f i c ' s d e l e g a t i o n a t t h e b i g g e s t Carthy,
ber McGee, 22; Eddie Cantor, 17.
football e v e n t of t h e fall.
Favorite Classical Vocalist: Nel

m i g h t well be a g o o d m o t t o f o r P a c i f i c ' s R a l l y C o m
mittee to adopt after looking at the exhibition put on
by San Jose State's exuberant group last Friday. The
Spartans put on a welcoming demonstrationo for Pa
cific t h a t eclipsed a l l r e c o r d s i n t h e l o n g r i v a l r y b e 
t w e e n t h e t w o schools, o n e t h a t l i t e r a l l y s t o p p e d t h e
town in its tracks.
Rather sommambulistic in its efforts thus far, the
Tiger zip-zooming organization has had, grantedly
little c a u s e f o r t e a r i n g t h e l i d off. B u t a l l t h a t
changes tonight. 1 onight comes the big Homecom
ing clash with Nevada and the committee has had its
h a n d s full all w e e k . W h e t h e r i t s p r e p a r a t i o n s f o r
t h e occasion h a v e b e e n a d e q u a t e c a n b e s t b e d e t e r
m i n e d a f t e r t h e s m o k e clears.
I h e WEEKLY hopes that Ernie Atkinson and
Company have stolen a page from the San Jose book
a n d a d d e d a f e w of t h e i r o w n f o r t h i s w e e k ' s o c c a s i o n
I t s e e m s t o w a r r a n t a n e x t r a d a s h of p a p r i c a .

TO THE EDITOR'S DESK
t h i s week c a m e a f o l d e r f r o m a n e w o r g a n i z a t i o n i n
L e w York C i t y s e e k i n g t o e m b a r k o n t h e h i g h s e a s
this year, the American Youth Line. Having for its
p u r p o s e t r a n s o c e a n i c t r a v e l w i t h i n t h e m e a n s of t h e
a v e r a g e college s t u d e n t , t h i s n e w o r g a n i z a t i o n t e n t a 
tively h s t s r o u n d t r i p s t o E u r o p e f o r e i g h t y d o l l a r s
believe i t o r n o t .
'
Always a travel enthusiast, the editor rather liked
the idea, went on to discover that this absurdly low
r a t e w o u l d be m a d e possible t h r o u g h a c o o p e r a t i v e
plan t h a t w o u l d call f o r s t u d e n t s t o w a i t o n t h e m 
selves, m a k e t h e i r o w n b e d s , p e r h a p s c o o k t h e i r o w n
meals. I n s h o r t , t h e b o a t w o u l d b e a f l o a t i n g d o r m i 
tory, divided into two sleeping sections (one for
rooms
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T h e f a t h e r of t h i s i,dea, F r e m o n t B . J o h n s o n i s
t o a 1 1 c o l I e £ e c a m p u s e s t h i s fall
in th^hone1
l n e a worki»g- reality next
summer
T?
•
t sounds like a worthwhile plan to
Anyone interested, get in touch with Ye Ed

VIA GROSSE

WHIRL
By TWINCHELU

So, taken by and large, the place hasn t changed
much. The old Pacific spirit is still here. That's
what counts. And it is in that spirit that the WEEK
LY, on behalf of the student body, extends a hearty
greeting to returning alumni. WELCOME HOME,
GRADS!

LIVE AND LEARN

COLLEGIANA

THIS

-.By BASTIAN

son Eddy, 94; Lawrence Tibbett,
34; Jeanette MacDonald, 25; Lily
Pons, 22.
Favorite
Weekly
Broadcast:
Chase-Sanborn Hour, 48; SwingSchool, 42; One Man's Family, 26;
Hit Parade, 22; Standard Sym
phony, 17.
Educational Program: March of
Time, 52; Standard Symphony, 23;
.University Explorer, 18; Smith
sonian Institution, 11; Professor
Quiz, 8.
Dramatic Program: (Serial, etc.)
One Man's Family, 73; Lux Radio
Theatre, 40; First Nighter, 24;
Night Editor, 16; Woodbury Play
house, 15.
Favored Part of Day to Listen
In: Evening, 205; Afternoon, 42;
Morning, 19.
Studeny-Body Voting: Freshmen,
94; Sophomore, 64; Senior, 41;
Junior, 35; Faculty, 15; Gradu
ates, 6.
Sex Voting: Male, 159; Female,
102; Otherwise, 1.
CONGRATULATIONS
Bing Crosby, Kenny Baker, Ed
die Bergen, Kay Kyser and Nel
son Eddy received congratulatory
letters from your radio editor this
week concerning their standing in
our radio poll of last week. They
were asked to request their spon
sors to feature some of Pacific's
songs on some of their programs
in the near future. (More later.)
NEW DEGREES
Two new degrees have been ereated by Lum and Abner in their
Pine Ridge University" program.
These are, FHA and CCC. (Sounds
familiar) F. H. A.—Fishing, Hunt
ing and Algebra. CCC—Cooking,
Canning and Crocheting.
MINUTE PORTRAIT NO. 2
Adolphe Menjou — Schooled in
Culver Military Academy and Cor
nell U. Served in college ambu
lance corps during war. One of
ten wealthiest men in Hollywood.
Finishing 15th consecutive year in
pictures. Collects stamps.
TELEVISION
A new television tower and sta
tion is being installed by Colum
bia in the Chrysler Tower in New
York City. Cost $500,000.
VISITORS WELCOME
While in San Jose this week-end,
visited KQW studios. A very nioe

Things You're Not
Likely To See

BACKSTAGE

By JANET PORTER
Stadium Drive without cars
at nite.
Omega Phi House without a
lite.
Lois Bugbee minus her chat
ter.
Jimmie Woods getting fat
ter.
Jim Knapp when he isn't
lazy.
Ed Denny not acting crazy.
Inez Toscano not drinking
cokes.
Professor Eiselen not crack
ing jokes.
The girls' dorm looby with
out any boys.
The Rhizites not making
noise.
Toni Rifberg being true.
Hal Kniveton looking blue.
Bea McCarl without her Les.
Madge Hepburn looking a
mess.
Morrall and Laddon not in
bliss.
THE WEEKLY without
crazy pomes like this.

set-up. If you ever go in, ask for
a Mr. Peebeck. Also visited CBS
studios in Sacramento recently.
SUGGESTION
When in S. F. next see the new
super-studios of CBS in the Falace
Hotel.
?IDE-GLANCE
Marjorie Lynn Smith, d arnatic
star on CBS, NBC, etc., is coach
ing Wesley Players at Wesley
Foundation, Methodist Student
Center at U. of C.
OFF THE RECORD
This last weekend we met an old
Pacificite of the class of '87, who'll
be here this week-end for home
coming events. If you see him,
Rev. Francis W. Reid of Berkeley,
step up and say hello! He was
the first Editor-in-chief and orig
inator of Pacific's first paper, "The
University Review." He broke the
Coast college record for the Quar
ter Mile (In moccasins). in 54%
seconds.. (Give these old-timers a
real welcome back to Pacific!)
FORECAST
Next week—news about the
radio set-up at the Golden Gste
International Exposition, opening
February 19, 1939.
INTERESTING
Station KRE was the only inde
pendent, individual radio station
mentioned in the radio poll. The
Berkeley station is noted for its
excellent record programs.
Should you be a Current Events
fan, hear H. V. Ealtenborn, of
travelogue fame and one of Co
lumbia's veteran commentators,
by dialing your local CBS outlet
for "Headlines and Bylines" on
Sunday nights. Creative Art stud
ents should also be interested in
this program because Gilbert
Seldes, nationally famous author
and critic, reviews the creative
art world each week.

__

By THURSTON
By THURSTON
"GHOST" HAUNTS ANGELS
Hail, Hail, the gang's all here
The traveling "Ghost" is home
again; So come one, come all, to
morrow night to see who killed
Cock Robin. The "Ghost" was
given a warm welcome in Angels
Camp last week when the 400-capacity auditorium was jammed
with 450 show-goin' mountaineers
They checked their shootin' irons
at the door, curled up their wal
rus mustaches for a good laugh
and really enjoyed the show. So
feelings are high between the
"Leetle Theeater" and the Angels
and all is well in the land of the
toddling toad.
It's happy we are to be back
stage again and find that Gammer
Gurton has found her needle and
sets are now being thrown to
gether fast and furiously for
"Liliom.' In case you're wondering
what those cockeyed bits
scenery are doing baekstage, they
are just bushes in the raw.
PERSONALITIES
By the way, if you'ee neverseen Toni Rifberg sitting sprad
die-legged on a couple of boards,
pounding viciously on her thumb
with a hammer, you've never
lived. Also, if you've seen Doug
Cossitt going around the campus
with a worried look oh his pan
(yes, I said pan) don't bother
about it. How would you like
figure out the lighting effects
heaven ,or how you dan make fire
and brimstone come out of _
thousand-watt globe? Doug is fast
becoming the stage electrician and
he has his work cut out for mm
in "Liliom." In case you don _
know Doug, he's otherwise known
as "the boy with the laughing
larynx" and if you ever hear _
tray full of dishes go crashing
to the floor of the dining hall,
just look in the botto mof the
pile and you'll find Doug. (It's a
complex with him. He pulls the
bed covers over his head, too.)
Another person to know is Ar
thur Farey. At a banquet the
other night this versatile professor
traced the history of the theater
from its origin to present in 30
minutes. Heh Heh—a walking
term paper.
TRAVELIN* AROUND
The
embers of the cast, of
'Liliom" took a sojourn to Sacra
mento last week to see Sac J.C.'s
performance of "Liliom." 'Nuff
said! Then on Saturday a group
of the local thespians journeyed
to S. F. to see John Beal in
"Soliloquy." From all reports, its
a grand show. That night' the
same group sped to Modesto ar
riving just in time for the cur
tain on "Brother Rat"

A PACIFIC PLAY
IN ONE ACT
SCENE: P. S. A. Assembly in
the Conservatory—A Pep Rally for
the Big Game.
(Booming of Drum and blatant
notes of Pop Gordon & Co. are
bursting the tympanic membrances
of the students in the first five
rows.)
(The Student Body prexy silences
all with a wave of his hand.)
Prexy: I have a few announcements. The S. C. A., the P. S. A.
Ex. Committee, the Student Affairs
Committee, the W. A. A., the Block
"P" Society, the International Af
fairs Group, and the Filipino Club
will have meetings immediately
after the assembly to select offi
cers to appoint committees, to elect
more officers, etc.
And now I turn the rally over
to our rally committee chairman,
Joe Glutz. Joe
(A slight volley of cheers.)
Joe—"Today we're going to fire
things up for the big game Satur
day. We want EVERYBODY OUT
THERE to help our team with that
game. We'll have a big crowd go
ing down, a special train, dancing
car, pom poms, rooters' caps, and
the best team in the history of the
college. Our school is tops, our
coach the best in the country, our
band the loudest, and we have
more spirit for our size than the
average five colleges combined.
Yell leaders!"
(Yell Leaders come on stage
bouncing and waving their arms.)
Head Yell Leader: "Com'on
gang! Let's really boom it out
this time. Lei's tear if off, let's
shake the rafters and lift the
roof! Let's blast ourselves out of
our seats!!J (Waying his arms and
grimacing) Let's REALLY BOOM!!
Spell it out.
Assembly: "P-A-C-I-F-I-C, PA
CIFIC, PACIFIC, Ahhhhhh
PACIFIC, PACIFIC, PACIFC, Tig
ers, Tigers of Pacific, Tie
gurrs
Tie
gurrrrrrrrrrs, T i e
Gurrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrs, TIGERS
etc, etc."
(Mighty din of discodant cheers,
whistles, and miscellaneous forms
of vocal demonstration ensue.)
Yell Leader: "Com'on gang! We
can't hear you up here. Now let's
really boom it out!!
(Assembly: Responds with thun
derous tumult of sound and re
peats last yell until everyone
hoarse but Codiga,, who is already
hoarse.)
Joe Glutz: "Let's all yell like that
at the game tomorrow, gang!
Joe: "Now, gang. Hany many
are going to be out there tomor
row? We'd like a show of hands.'
(About twenty hands rise. Ten
are freshmen, one is Patriquin, and
nine have free passes.)
Moral: Poor Ernie!
AND NOW, being mad at the
Student Body which makes it mu
tual, we will turn our attention
to the surrounding community of
Stockton by way of stealing a page
from Esquire and Painting the
Town With Twinchell. So
SPEAKING OF EATING 1 !.
which we weren't but it's a good
idea, after that dance, which ...
you leave a dance or so early she
can still eat and beat the house
manager in . . . there are few
better spots for the twelve P M
lunch than TINY'S . . . look' for
that stream-lined entrance and be
sure you go through the door on
the left ... the sardine sand
wiches have a satisfying effect
as does the hot chocolate with the
little wafers.
BUT if you re of the whimsical
frame of mind . . . and ]ooking foj_
DENS' ' KTtHE

Marine GARENS on Sutter f0r Clam Chow
der, by all means ... the little
green cubby hole looks cozy when
you taste that good broth
FOR the seafood cocktails and
fried oysters there are two more
m the SEAFOOD CAVE on San
Joaqum and FICOVICH'S on Cali
fornia.
. The OYSTER LOAF
always gives one ideas
shoestring potatoes . ' 'a'nd

t0m,atrBaCOn -ndwiches .
ir~
and salad concoctions

mn
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Ward) . ,
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car radio . . . thev h
with the lettuce in the n \Way
hamburgers . . . and thP f
THE BOBB INN add
" " '
« that very Jocal atmosphere
and gives you
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PITTSBURGH SCIENTISTS
have just returned from the north
with specimens for the Carnegie
By SAPIRq • '
Museum. They say the Eskimos
(f
are affected by swing even though
Well, Gang, jivcPi's
.s 4L
|fo.'">
thfi 1 '
e till
they can't understand English.
this column is j**
far
The Hudson Bay trading post is
cated to giving the <i0" f* 1*** ^ on
their gathering place where they
you hep cats. The
*%»«.*•>•
listen to "A Tisket a Tasket" and
Is really mellow, so let',
f
" lies.
Confi
'Floy Floy."
We hear tell that " !**' f
the N
the hi. /
i 1
hairl
LATIN AMERICANS HOLD agencies are tearing ,hair
H
fact
that
less
than
a
their sides when we attempt to
penga'*
:0«J tt,C\ the V
play rimbas; likewise we at their bands of big-name
attempts at jazz. Latin colleges, been produced during
|M£. Stadl"111
JP I
however, are copying some of our year. As a result, new.Co i t*« .<
/-hicflff0,
the, f
college features. The main dif the field are rapidly w * Then C"
U
ference lies in the closeness of the ed for top-notch rating. y,
indy
P
student to the professor here. An Cutter is of the opinion (u '{po*
thB ,
m the
flls will
attempt is going to be made to in
Benga,s
of the high-rating CoM| ^ u the
tn prep"
ject more "practicalness" into col
Ttiursda^eir*thlrd
lege courses, mainly in Buenos are slipping, and fast! o'J
nt on Nov. nation
for
first
place
on
n,
pit
Aires.
one
r
list is that sentimental - •"01 ' 7t0 Chico f° "
vel ,r. the VVH
A DREAM COME TRUE IS THE
witH
Tommy Dorsey. At one
new fool proof mechanical man
, gouth
really
had a groove band
that guides the plane in the air
u|*e» trSVgeason
and also flies it home, all by use he sounds like Lombard,,, j tt,eir
Marinesof a radio beam. The position can swing complex.
be found in less than thirty sec
Even the best of then, (jOSSIP
onds by use of this instrument
. , over rival confe
mistakes! Bunny Berli
The direction in relation to any
,_lookin£
state I®
team to
radio station is easily found by was scheduled to close til rresn°
be
*
through
this contrivance, the size of a son at Bridgeport, Conn., j to
small kettl edrum. Gone is the at Bristol, Conn. .Instead ' Bu»d0^s' . abIc to pi
,breaks, were thR Nev,
romance of flying by guess, but a mixup in routings.
°vc
whll(1 „
here is safety and a new step for surprise^ to find Gene KrJ .
band all set up to play,
jjurday n1* '
i|
ward in aviation's progress.
State, ufUln
covering the error, BerigajLilroe, Chico
c*—
nfcl-ence
S T U D E N T S I N S Y R A C U S E band left immediately fot j (s|iter of "to a scopelcss
lost their autumn tans quickly port, but arrived there tog
gridders are all
when the annual flour rush be The dance had been postpoi,
nwaV from
gan.
The sophomores gather
Orchestra Leader Hal |*
, Rar
around their one weapon, a fire who slipped out of matrii
J,,, be ,hr Bu
,,
hose, and endeavor to hold back bonds only two months am ::Jerence wi»
the frosh manned with sacks of set for another altar trek', '11,511 slat£ °
flour. What will be the reaction tober.
of the children when their mud
pies rise?
Anyway the rush
turned out things will still be a of Swing"—Benny Goo<ta,b Fresno
mess.
bom In Chicago in 1909, B 1 ^ Tigers °
\
celved his early muslcsl t 11111 • ' ' .
.
CLASSES IN SPORTS-APPRE- at Hull House, was regarj n<> as disf>PPolnt'''
thin? as we ^'0I'
ciatlon will be held at Oregon a prodigy by the musician
State. Football and other sports while still in short panti 'i"''aclt P'aJ°' n"
will be taught from the spectator's a r o u n d p l a y i n g w i t h v a r i o u P l t t i r e e f i r a t s t ' n f '
viewpoint. Coaches will lecture on "hot" groups. Benny wai] ;kKause 0
*
the topics, but the thing we like ated with (he "Chicago" p »wi11 Probab'y bo, ba,
about it is that no longer will the musicians—including Fre) >»P for tonight s clasl
co-eds have grounds for asking the Tough, Teschmaker, Bella iy"p°P' Bradley, lank;
boy friend why the man in the and McPartland—at the takle. is one of tho
striped shift doesn't run with the when these men were pr» ansining four-year lettr
ball.
the only whites playing U inference . . . he st
He joined Ben Pollack
three-year ruling
quick service when you're ducking Blackhawk Restaurant in ( "tct- Be was out of »
thus making htm
under that dead-line ... IF IT'S then went to New York,
JUST A COKE you want, THE he played in numerous oi 2! season • • . tho Ni
MILKY WAY always finds a rep- tions, including Rubinoft i,=ra»es f^2 pounds per
Voorhees, Red Nichols (i ,the backfield scales
resentatioon of C. O. P. . , .
does THE DUTCH MAID . ,
various recording groups),
which, by the way does all right Hayton, and others. Goodts og Coach Stagg's rnlg
on the barbecued jobs ... as does corded under his own nam % campus, Pacific hu
the VALLEY PORT . . . well, don
to the organization of his '• game to the Re,
say we won't go to bat for the in 1933. His first big joli meeting with tho
good old Cub House. . . . Only that radio commercial with t)»1» 1933 . . , Johnny 1
little ride in the moonlight. . . . tlonal Biscuit Company, aid1 s™g Nevada tailback
well, Winter's coming on. So much then on his band was)1'is knee against Gi
after dance "snackles."
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FOR THAT SUNDAY NIGHT Angeles, was the scene 1 »st 27-13 . . . he wll
dinner, JOE, of 276 Fame, puts out West Coast triumphs, and Ait the Bengals.
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flavor is priceless. . . . LENA'S is
a strange little place, down in a that the Drummer Kin! I
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-» By ALEX DONSKER

*"» 2?* 'Sji F.W.C. Drive
•»i*| ^ ijjgetting the past performances
Tiger varsity so far this
'
f>, in which they won one out
'mr games, the Bengals begin
r'l
?
1«
Western Conference
S ^ ] Far
»« bi
tonight against the Nevada
lj
"d
Vck.
aM
fet week-end the Bengals enter»mt
rap((1' "their "pld friends," the Fresnp
tcb r llogs, at Baxter Stadium Fri°f ^ a atla,,night. Then Chicago, here we
pi%;! Returning from their 4000high
1 trek from the Windy City on
»Hd . 1
'H esday, the Bengals will have
until Thursday to prepare for
(all. Aggies, their third conice opponent. On Nov. 24 the
,1s travel to Chico for a Turay clash with the Wildcats,
then travel South again to
up their season against the
iego Marines.

hMu®Unny sj Gossip
t° c:Jlooking over rival conference
Brld^
.
P°rt, r,„s, Fresno State is again
Com, . led to be the team to beat.
in
Bulldogs, through several
> ° flnd Q«ne f breaks, were able to pile up
*' 1 UP to C|Jo victory over the Nevadans
aturday night, while at the
time Chico State, usually the
r rived
" *
*rrlvf.(j
sister of the conference, held
« had been al Aggies to a sc°Teless tie.
' ra Leader 1jstagg's gridders are able to
pp. d out
1 the Wolves away from their
or J
nly w _ t tonight, the crucial game of
° ttontw
ionference will be the Bulldoganother altar
r clash slated for next Friday
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y% .,

"",ld J've ndogs Favored

,Unny Gfl
Fresno State Collegian
e
'''"go In
Tigers to beat San Jose
"•r'y midweek
. but we doubt if
HnU Houee, *n were as disappointed about
•^pnxllgy
hy
ggl^hole thing as we weie . . .
1,1 'n short pWolfpack played against Fres1 I'i.nlng with nfith three first stringers on the
i.
•' "ips. Benny i because of injuries, two of
> *»«-d with i he "Chimji'-bree will probably be back in
m unlet
Including ptine-up for tonight's clash.
Tough
Birry "Pop" Bradley, lanky Ne•I
Mrfartland—a I tackle, is one of the very
> l<r
tlu-m
wer» remaining four-year lettermen
It
nl» wlilte* ptoyinpie conference ... he started
"J Ben Poll3e the three-year ruling went
' • - Restaurant 'effect. He was out of school
to New Tf while, thus making him eligiI In numereafhis season ... the Nevada
ling Rutaaverages 192 pounds per man,
the backfield scales 178
C,;J;

gro«ids'

. • cording
• ,nd others. MrinS Coach Stagg's reign on

I under his own^iger camPus, Pacific has lost
- , . -miration af! one game to the Renoans,
irst meeting with the Wolfi M Hi first hlrf
in 1933 ' ' ' Johnny Polish'
dlo romrmrrolal *#!• string
Nevada tailback, in,nal Biscuit Company^
his knee against Greeley
„„\ band
'»«» \ last Saturday when the
n

»ncy. ThB
'es lost 27-13 ... he will not
AriK<-li*. v»m the
against the Bengals.
\\ , ..i ( oust
^tween halves of the San Jose
tb' r"
,o[:, all sports writers were given
ll»tr>l In f*','r*f,v. fl#hments
of hot dogs and soda
I 'i tifi season.
*1
j^gy^ how about SOme, . s were .«;>•
r likg that in Pacific's press
, , h„ band is n0*
.. . vear With the
|

,i
»»(VOLF - TIGER
KU""-T=5PAME OVER
* ^ ent of
(ondftf RADIO
for •

peoeimi*'ntwr o r
of Vccording to latest reports
jenK'nl *. #v|nj WMlable, the Wolf-Bengal clash
i . l'f I"1'
" hBrd o»tonight will be broadcast over
' " ' " ' ' , (ivrrtf
Stockton radio station,
.Hun
|efi fG, which will cooperate with
on. ''rt" ' cocotf- Reno, station,. KOH,. In
Kriip ftl ypf jffnsmitting the game for Nel tt
, You'" "An ,|ila listeners,
in'"
,j,e °
,
, a f
"
ll(de-li ' " 'he play-by-play description
, i ..'(I""1" v , u f I probably be announced by
v
,y, tl f"KWG sportscaster, and will
" pfcr®- 'ude all the color and high"*r
(he do^its of the game.
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Jacksonites Back In Form To Give
Placer Eleven Good Shellacking
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Edited By Alex Donsker

THE BIG BAD WOLVES
Campbell

Drive Against Wolves

Walt Powers

Teams Evenly Matched As Bengals
Gun For Win Over Nevada Team

Kirkendall

By MANUEL BEUITSKY

Coach A, A. Stagg's gridiron hopefuls open their
| Far Western Conference drive tonight against a power
ful University of Nevada Wolfpack. The game, which
will be one of the main features of the Homecoming
! celebration, will mark Pacific's debut into conference
| circles this season, while the Nevada Wolves will be
playing their third conference game.
In comparing the strength of the two teams, the

ncorkin£

m'
an aerial bombardment that would make
a Texas razzle-dazzle team look like beginners, the
'get Cubs shell-shocked a Placer J. C. eleven out of
Baxter Bowl on the short end of a 20 to 7 score last
Saturday night.
As the Cubs were outcharged and outgained on the
line, they turned to their first love*
and began filling the ozone with
footballs. Much to their surprise,
it worked instead of boomeranging
as it did against San Mateo. "Two
Play" Art Paulson was in on the
kickoff and made a nice return to
the 45-yard line and cracked his
injured digit again. He has been
handicapped all this year »by in
Cubs Will Have Tough
juries; he would add 50 per cent
Fight
With Favored
to the Frosh offense if he were
able to play steadily.
iaysee Eleven
On the next play, Rogers took
Intent
on keeping up the good
a pass and with nice down-field
blocking wormed his way to the work, the Tigerlets leave town
four-yard line, but to no avail as this week-end to play the strong
an offside was charged to the Cubs. Salinas J. C. team at Salinas on
But it was an indication, of what Saturday afternoon at 2 p. m. The
was to come to the unwary Placer- Cubs showed a complete reversal
ites. Let me relate the gory de- of form in beating Placer last
week and they should keep up the
tails.
good work.
The Placer Pushers (1890 vint
The Frosh are pointing for this
age) surprised themselves and the
spectators by opening the scoring game and so are the coaches and
in the second quarter and pushed this is the one that they want to
McLellan over for six points, that win. If they do, it will be through
worthy being unable to make it playing head-up football. To all
himself. McKenzie converted and appearances the Salinas Lettucethe scoreboard read 7 to 0.
The Eaters are a powerful, well-bal
score was the result of a sustained' anced grid eleven. They are a fast
drive that started on the Placer 49. and big outfit and are well coached.
They use a single wing formation
CUBS FIGHT BACK
and run their plays with snap and
But were the Cubs downhearted?
precision that is unusual for a
No, a thousand times no. And
Junior College team. They have
they showed It by returning the
men from New Jersey and Oregon
kickoff to the 40. On the first play
on the team and that is an indica
Camicia passed to Silviera for 40
tion they take their football seri
yards and he went the rest of the ously and the coach uses a tele
way to score. Just like that. Al scope in scouting for men to play
Silviera then placekicked the tying for dear old Salinas.
point.
The Lettuce-eaters outweigh the
FROSH PLACER GAME
Cubs by eight pounds in the line
After playing with their backs
and five pounds per man in the
to the wall for most of the third
backfield. They have good passers
quarter, Miller intercepted a pass
and kickers and seemingly have
on the Placer 37 and promptly no weaknesses.
called for another pass on the first
Last week they held a strong
down.. That boy, Al Silviera, pulled Stanford Frosh outfit to a 13 to
a Jesse James on two Placer 6 win and the Lettuce boys had one
Policemen in the end zone for the touchdown called back. They have
next score. It was the most sen also heated Marin by the score of
sational robbery, I mean play, 26 to 7. That, my readers, If there
that was ever witnessed in Bax are any, indicates an offense. The
ter Bowl this season.
Babes were lucky to win from
The final score came late in the Marin 9 to 6.
fourth quarter when Art Holton,
If our future greats expect to
defensive fullback, intercepted a win they must plug up the tackle
Placer prayer pass on his own 22 post and develop some sort of a
and raced 78 yards for a touch ground attack.
down without getting his hair
The Frosh lineup will be essen
mussed.
tially the same as last week's start
ing lineup, as there were no serious
TACKLES INJURED
The Cubs were without the use injuries. It is doubtful whether Art
of the regular tackles, Bob Ijams Paulson will play or not, but if he
and Harry Platek, but Stuart Ed does the Frosh stock should go up
wards and Darrel Condron replaced considerably.
•
o
them adequately enough. Les Dowe
and Art Holton backed up the line
in a convincing fashion and the
ends played their usual sparkling
The California Aggies of Davis
game.
and the Chico State Wildcats
Al Silviera redeemed himself for battled to a scoreless ,tie last
the San Mateo performance by Saturday afternoon in a Far West
proving to be the outstanding man ern Conference game that saw
for the Cubs on offense and de both teams playing on a par.
fense. Even though the Cubs had
The game, which was the feature
to depend almost entirely upon attraction of the Chico Homecom
passes for an offense, they were ing celebration, was the first con
greatly improved as a whole over ference game that the Wildcats
the showing that they made in los have not lost in the last two years
ing to San Mateo two weeks ago. of grid warfare.

Tigerlets Meet
Salinas J. C.
Saturday

Chico, Aggies Tie

LOOKING OVER THE
CUB GRIDDERS
Many of the students who attend^ pounder, whose running, passing
the Stockton Junior College and and kicking have been the best of
the College of the Pacific know any Frosh In the last four years.
very little of the players who sweat As Silviera goes, so goes the Frosh
away for the Frosh team. I under offense, and defense too, as he
stand that they really sweat, or plays safety and is the last resort.
else my proboscis deceives me. No Another of the Stockton boys.
cracks about my proboscis. But THE LIVIE TWINS
let's have a few of the outstanding
Here is a chance to kill two birds
personalities.
with one stone. The boys, Bill and
LES DOWE
Dave, play guard and quarter re
This 160-pounder is the most de spectively and do a good job. They
pendable pivot man on the squad, have plenty of the old spirit, and
and despite his lack of heft, really I don't mean liquid. Their lack of
backs up the line in a convincing weight is no handicap, as a good
manner. In his spare time, Les also little man ... You know the rest.
directs the destinies of the Frosh They hail from the egg city, Petaclass as president. His home town luma.
is Vallejo.
JAMES BIRD
DON BARTONI
. The submarine from Stockton.
Converted from half to end, Don Here is one of the best little guards
has taken to playing end like a on the squad. He really piles up
duck to water. He is a dependable the opposition in a convincing man
pass receiver and is a deadly tack ner. He weighs in at 160. Another
ier. His 170 pounds are in on al Solomon product.
most every play. Hails from Ripon. LEO JOHNSON
KEN ROGERS
This boy has the most natural
Running mate to Bartoni at right ability, but has been handicapped
end, Rogers is the lightest man on with a bum shoulder most of the
the squad, but football is 75 percent season. A triple threat man, he
fight and Ken has the old fire. His has been shifted to quarter where
basketball ability stands him in the most can be gotten out of his
good stead on the gridiron, and he 185 pounds of blocking power. A
really can ramble once he gets the Stockton boy.
pigskin — breaks up interference BILL JOHNSON
with finesse and then usually
The little brother of the above,
tackles the man to make the job but not so little. Another of the
complete. A Stockton product.
fine quartet of guards that Coach
Al, SILVIERA
Kjeldson can rely on. A 170-pound"'he big noise in the backfield er, he adds weight to the guard
this year. All the offense the Cubs
Continued on Page 4
have is wrapped up in this 175-

"T'ee-Wee" Neal Campbell is tiie
smallest man on the line, but his
size doesn't retard him one bit. He
may see action as either an end or
in the backfield. He is playing his
last year for Nevada and is the
hardest fighting man on the team.

Walt Towers is rated as one of
the fastest backs in the country
today. He is the former co-holder
of the conference sprint record.
Towers is also good at side-step
ping and dodging. He wears jersey
No. 33.

Bob Kirkendall, Nevada fullback,
»s one of the mainstays in the Nevada backfield. His line plunging
is a main factor in the offensive
drive of the Wolves. Wearing jer
sey No. 14, Kirkendall will be one
of the boys to watch in tonight's
game.

Carpenter

"Pop" Bradley

Louis Spitz

Len Carpenter is playing his
second year with the varsity. He's
as strong and as tough as they
come. Carpenter's strong point is
his great offensive game, while his
defensive work is nothing to be
sneezed at.

Harry "Pop" Bradley, one of the
few remaining veterans on the
Wolfpack squad. The lanky tackle
is playing his fourth year as a
starter on the Nevada lineup. He
has twice captained the Reno squad
this season.

Louis Spitz is one of the most
improved players on the Pack
squad. He is steady and aggressive
and is giving some of the oldtimers on the Nevada plenty of
competition. He cavorts at the
right tackle spot.

'Corky1 Cortez
Stars As
Shippers Win

Bulldogs To Face
Cal Aggie Team

II

Four Former Bengals
Cavort For Stockton
Pro Grid Team
Superior strength in the air and
on the ground gave the Stockton
Shippers, professional grid team,
a 26 to 7 victory over the Fresno
Crushers last Sunday afternoon.
Corky Cortez, former College of
Pacific star, opened Stockton pow
erful offensive drive by running
55 yards for a touchdown early in
the first period. Fresno's attack
was weakened by the lightness of
the Crushers' forward wp.ll as com
pared to Stockton's.
A 75-yard run for a touchdown
by Jimmy Coffis, former Stanford
star who is playing for Fresno,
was called back when the referee
ruled he stepped out of bounds.
Coffis was returning a Stockton
punt.
The Shippers piled up a formid
able first quarter lead when Julio
Payne intercepted a Fresno pass
and galloped 20 yards for another
score, giving Stockton a 13 to 0
advantage.
A blocked Fresno punt on the
Crushers' 20-yard marker resulted
in another Stockton score, while
Dave Spreckens tallied again in
the last three minutes of the game
on a lateral from Truckell.
Other former Pacific players on
the professional team are Johnny
Cecchini and George Truckell in
the line and Moose Disbrow and
Corky Cortez in the backfield. All
showed up well for the Shippers in
their first grid game.
o

Managers Chosen
Inter-Club managers represent
ing the six organizations compet
ing for the 1938-39 trophy have
been chosen. They are as follows:
Rho Lambda Phi—Park Wilson;
Omega Phi Alpha—Rudy Rivera;
Alpha Kappa Phi—Ralph Trembley; Men's Dormitory—Stan Miller;
Stockton—Cordner
Nelson
and
Manor District—Mick Parsons.
Competition began last Wednes
day with two basketball games

Blaney &
Speckens
Sporting

Goods

SPORTSMEN'S
HEADQUARTERS

We Carry Everything
In Athletic Goods
Phone 2424
1193 Main St.
Stockton, Calif.

Another Far Western Conference
game of great importance will be
played tomorrow night when the
California Aggies meet a strong
Fresno State Bulldog eleven at
Fresno.
The Bulldogs, by virtue of their
27 to 0 win over the University
of Nevada, will be odds on fav
orites to down the Cal Aggies. In
Captain "Toby" Heeb, Ernie Poore,
and Bob Peterson, the Fresnoans
can boast of the most versatile
backfield in the conference.
So far this season the Aggies
have tied with Chico State in their
only conference game to date, al
though they overwhelmed a strong
Sacramento Jaysee outfit several
weeks ago.
The Tigers meet the Bulldogs in
a crucial game under the lights
next Friday night, while they play
the Aggies upon returning from
the Chicago trip.
o
In 1901 Michigan's eleven was
undefeated, rolling up 550 points
against the opposition's goose egg.
Stanford was its last victim of
the season, losing 49-0 in the
Rose Bowl.

Iron Mike
Kicks Three
Conversions

••

Manor Group
Leading In
Competition

•game looks to be a tossup, with the
eleven getting the most breaks fceing the victor. The Bengals have
won only one out of four games
this year against very strong op
ponents, while the Wolves have
won two, lost two, and tied one
against weaker opponents than the
Bengals have met all year.

While only partial returns of the
week's competition In inter-club
athletics, are. available, as. the
Weekly goes to press, tabulations
show the Manor section in first
place with a total of 17 points.
The town club holds down the
second position with ten markers;
Archania, Men's Dorm, and Omega
Phi are in a three-way tie for the
third spot with five counters each,
while Rhizomia brings up the rear
with one tally.
The Manorites are leading in the
trophy chase by virtue of their
two wins in basketball and the
seven points garnered by victories
in tennis over Rhizomia. The town
team also won both of their sched
uled basketball games earlier this
week, but at the time of this first
tabulation had not yet taken part
in any tennis matches.
LARGE TURNOUT
The popularity of the inter-club
sports was shown by the unex
pected large turnout for the bas
ketball and tennis matches. Other
sports will be started soon and
those interested should get in
touch with either Coaches Earl
Jclcson or Chris Kjeldson, heads of
the inter-club competition, in order
to try out for the different squads.
Requirements for competition
are: only regularly enrolled men
of the Junior College and C.O.P.
are eligible who are not on proba
tion, and they must have paid their
Student Association and Infirmary
fees. College lettermen are not
eligible in the sport in which they
received their letters, while Jaysee
lettermen will be ineligible in the
sport thy received thier letter, for
intra-mural sports.

'Iron Mike" Martinoviich con
tinued his sensational place-kick
ing for the Cincinnati Bengals,
professional grid team, when he
booted three goals after touch BLOOD DONORS' REPORT
downs to help his teammates beat
Miss Richards, head nurse of the
the Boston Shamrocks by a 28 to infirmary, requests that all stu
14 count last Sunday afternoon.
dents who wish to be tested for
Martinovich was suffering from blood donations see her Immediate
slight injury and wa^ only sent ly if they have not already done
into the game for the kick-off and so. Do not delay!
place-kicks.
The outstanding achievement of
Martinovich's playing in pro grid
circles is that he has become highscorer for the Bengals with a total
of 40 points. As yet he has never
packed the ball over the goal line,
making all of his points by field
goals and conversions.
The Lancers scored once in the
first period, twice in the third and
once in the fourth canto. The
Shamrocks scored once in the third
and again in the fourth period.
The game was an exciting joust,
the Lancers being forced to break
deadlocks before they eould forge
ahead.

BRIEF SURVEY OF
BENGAL VARSITY
CENTERS
•the starting line-up against the
Hugh, "Joe-Babe" McWilliams, Wolves.
former end during his high school
Floyd "Little Swag" Swagerty,
days at Red Bluff . . . has plenty tips the beams at 197 pounds and
fire and pep . . . intercepts passes. is 6 feet 5 inches tall ... is one
Ed Koehler, also a former end . . . of the biggest men on the Bengal
plays with nose guard . . . good squad . . . played well against San
line backer . . . has no previous Jose last Friday night.
football experience other than at
Stan Vaughn, hardest tackier on
Pacific.
the Tiger eleven . . . has been
GUARDS
in the starting line-up every game
Milt Greenblatt, Pacific's only
. . . plays heads-up football and
veteran, to the guard position . . . should prove to be a headache for
has bum leg . . . may not see any opposing linemen and backfield
action tonight ... is steady player. men this season.
Pete Whltaker, from down Ari
Al Hedges, veteran from last sea
zona way . . . weighs 175 . . . is a
fast and smart man, especially on son . . . great defensive man . . .
quick to detect plays ... is known
defense . . . has bright future.
John McGowan, husky defensive for his ability to check the oppo
player . . . was a standout of the sition's attempts at running ends
'37 Frosh squad . . . may start ... is a good pass receiver.
Clem "Big Swag" Swagerty, play
against the Wolves tonight.
Al Irwin, popularly known as ing his last year for the Orange
"Blimp" . . . one of the heaviest and Black eleven . . . past master
men on the Bengal squad . . . has on defense . , . can block kicks
injured leg ... is doubtful whether . . . has Improved as a pass re
ceiver.
he will play tonight.
Harris Fine, 179-pound guard
Bob Wilkinson, another one of
from Tracy . . . has shown up well the Arizona boys . . . plays headsin practice this week . . . may up football for Coach Stagg's out
get the starting call tonight . . . fit .. . is expected to develop into
has had Frosh experience.
a great player.
Bill Becker, editor of the Week
Joe Siegfried, line smasher de
ly .. . hails from Chicago . . . has luxe . . . has been out with injured
had no high school experience . . . leg . . . will probably see action
makes up for his lack of weight tonight . . . plays quarterback .
with plenty of that old fight.
is from Lodi.
Irvin Grubbs, husky gridster is
Ralph Trembley, fullback from
fast and as hard as nails . . . is
the Movie City . . . has improved
a good man on offense . . . is a
Stockton product . . . will be in
Continued on Page 4

FAR WESTERN
CONFERENCE
STANDINGS
Team—
Won Lost Tied
Fresno State .... 1
0
0
U.of Nevada
1
1
0
Cal Aggies
0
0
1
Chico State
0
1
1
•PACIFIC
0
0
•The Bengals play their first
F.W.C. game tonight.
GAMES TOMORROW
Cal Aggies vs. Fresno (night).

SMOOTH RUNNING ATTACK
The Wolfpack has one of the
smoothest running attacks in their
history. While their passing has
not been sensational, it is away
above average, and with several
good kickers on the squad they
have the makings of a well-round
ed grid eleven.
The Renoans have in Walt Pow
ers, halfback, one of the fastest
backfield men west of the Rockies.
He is a former co-holder of the
conference sprint record and was
clocked in a .09:6 hundred in track
last year. If Powers is able to
break through the Bengal forward
wall into the secondary, Pacific's
hopes of winning a football game
will fade out completely.
BENGALS WORK HARD
Stagg's gridders have worked
hard on offensive work in prepara
tion for the game tonight. Pass
defense was also stressed because
of the poor showing in this de
partment against the San Jose Spar
tans last Friday night.
Pacific's starting line-up will
probably be the same as the one
that started against the Spartans.
Quarterback Joe Siegfried is still
nursing a bad leg, but should see
some action tonight. The Tiger's
two mainstays at the guard posi
tions, Al Irwin and Milt Greenblatt, are also on the injured list
and it is doubtful whether either
will be playing against the Wolves
tonight.
TIGERS OUTWEIGHED
The Nevada forward wall will tip
the beams at 192 pounds to Paci
fic's 179 pounds, while the Wolf
backfield averages 181 pounds to
the Bengal's 165. The Tigers have
had to make up for this lack of
weight by fast charging and vicious
tackling if they expect to come
out on the long end of the score.
"Jo-Babe" McWilliams will again
be starting at the pivot spot, Jack
Tulloch and Bill Becker should be
the starters at the guard positions,
Grubbs and Vaughn will be at the
tackle posts, while Bob Wilkinson
and Clem Swagerty will take care
of the end positions.
In the Bengal backfield Domench, Lloyd, Olaeta and Adamina
should get the starting call, al
though Siegfried, Soper, Halbert,
Trembley, and Cooper should see
plenty of action.
A large Nevada rooting section
and a 110-piece band will add to
the half-time entertainment.
Officials for tonight's are: Ref
eree, Mortimore; umpire, Leach;
head linesman, Kelley; and field
judge, Kadis.

YOST BROS."
•*TYL* STOfte rORyMtN •

Parade of the

WOOLEN SOLDIERS
Here they are .

• .the smartest clothes
in the country for Fall . . . Not only are they the
smartest, they're some of the richest, sturdiest,
best fitting suits and topcoats you've ever been
able to buy at such low prices.

They're $20 to $50

MB
Show 'Em First Yost

ecs,

• STYLE STORE FOREMEN •

320 E. Main Street

Stockton

We Are Headquarters for—
Hart Schaffner & Marx Clothes—Stetson Hats—
Arrow and Manhattan Shirts—Inter
woven Socks—Hickok Belts, Etc.

Five College of Pacific Boys Work at Yost Bros.

1
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Staggmen Lose Again
To San Jose Gridmen

AT THE PIVOT SPOT

W. A. A.
Qalxllvaiitliifls
By GERTIE

Wolf pack

New Grid

Women's athletics received a de
cided setback at the outset this
year when not enough players to
compose even one team turned ou
for the opening hockey game, an
the following nights proved to be
Acting President Leon Hartman announced ..
a repetition of the first. This lack this week that head football coach Doug Dashieh 0(
of interest resulted in the can°el" University of Nevada had asked to be reheved 0,
ling of the hockey and basketball
By JACK PRICE
duties as coach for the remainder of the season.
tournaments so no class will hold
The announcement followed four days of "0p
the school championship for 38.
Uncorking a
smashing offensive drive late In the
tl Miia^inufs
L
•bellion" among the studenti
At a meeting of the W.A.A. Mon
second quarter the undefeated San J«le I^X'nles' ot
members of the football
day it was decided that the point
ed paydirt three times during the^ n^^mim.tes ^ of
Student
body president, Dave fv,e
system
of
awards
might
be
the
jdayto hand tho invading College
nl
T„otop
and Varsity
X7a,>ei+.» Man
up... ag8r JF
^ ti1"
cause of the lack of competition.
water, and
!v 19 to <1 lacing before a crowd of 15,000 giidlion spec
Pr°"LeP>
to '
K®
Twenty-five points are given for
in*
Ronzone signed a petition */>•
torSI
making the class team in any ma
,,t0" ""* SSCS! SpK.nTo.ia in the opening
#r* k «"
the resignations of Dashiel, *
ee
After
jor sport such as hockey, basket
rirtnok Til lono
_ I
Both Dean Corson and Coach
wh<»
period, the Tiger forward wall>Continued from Page 3 Coach Duane Keller and Dr' f1 th!«
ball, vollyball or baseball; 1 point
ref
)ady
ye»,
A. A. Stagg of the College of Pa
gave way and almost crumbled as
Martie,
athletic
directors
aaj
ue e
for each practice period, 10 points
rotfHS
i,
h
h'
cific were recently named on the
K'
the San Jose grid machine march
rrvit*
O.
for participating in a layday, and a great deal this year . . . calls sig of the physical education j
de "
bit
nals . . . also plays quarterback ment.
Stockton Olympic Games commit
ed 85 yards to a touchdown mid
th« 1
10 points to a team captain." For a
1
•or"" ' tort*
tee by Mayor Italph Fay of Stock
will bear watching tonight.
way In the second quarter.
do°
total of 125 points the numeral is
SIGNED
PETITION
*
od
ton.
John Domench, Sacramento J. C.
given, for 275 the letter, and for
GOOI) KICKING
Although the Games' date Is
The resolutions presented
Taking
advantage
of
Boh
500 the sweater. Awards are made transfer . . . best back on defense
JJo *
Continued from Page
nearly a year and a half away,
Adamlna's kicks, which held tho
is good blocker ... is playboy Board of Regents rgads
in this way in high schools where
Hem4
and while they will be played half
Staters deep In their own terri position where it is lacking.
lows:
it works splendidly, but in college of Bengal squad, although he takes
to U
way
around
the
world
from
Stock
tory during the first period, the
it takes more time than the girls his football seriously.
"We, the undersigned me I
Pictui-eil
above
is
Ed
Koeliier,
varsity
center,
who
BOB EVANS
ton,
local
Interest
in
the
1940
In thr
Tigers romped down tho field on
can afford to spend. A committee
Emrys "Butch" Lloyd, converted of the University of Nevafc,
The fourth guard, and one of the Olympiad picked up when the an is playing his last year for the Bengal eleven. Koehler was appointed to investigate the
a series of passes and end runs
from center to running back dur ball squad, having agreed ia
to the Spartans 4 yard line at quartet that are so close that a nouncement wail made.
excels in the art of line-hacking and should get in a manner of making awards in other ing mid-season last year . . . de ings that DashieU, Keller, an/
thin
dime
could
cover
them
all
for
the beginning of the second quar
fr°,gg
,rn°p.f y
tie are not competent to admi
CORSON HEADS
good workout against the Wolves in Baxter Stadium schools and the one receiving the ceptive ball carrier . . . drives hard 4-knln
S «
f
ter. Being unable to slip through the starting posts. A 160-pounder,
dniiuc no aap,
QUQ| , i P
greatest cooperation will probably
Heading the committee that will
and fast ... is good ground gainer their duties as coaches and.*
he
has
nice
drive
and
knows
how
tl
for the remaining 4 yards, Pacific
tonight.
re<
/IIrpnfnr
/Ia
l-»omk,.
„,*
i
|P
be instituted here.
h«
director, do hereby ask that
. . . nicknamed "Canned Heat.
to lay tho interference low. A Val- be pledged to promote interest in
(IB®
coiuih"'
lost the ball on downs.
Sheets were posted Tuesday for
the affair, arrango for try-outs
men
resign
their
positions
at
Bob-Kientz, lacks weight, but has
From there I^rpy Zimmerman, lejo product.
11*f tb« plar pANd
a signup of all girls Interested in
and develop possible performers
ive
speed
to burn . . . chief ball car DASHIELL TO REMAIN
San Jose's sensational ball car BOB IJAMS
an
after-school
tournament
in
ten
and aid In raising funds for the
. . • P1
rier
for
the
Bengals
.
.
.
accurate
rier, caught the Bengals napping
This 218-pounder is the biggest world-wide event, will bo Jim Cor
nis, archery, golf and ping-pong.
Hartman said Dashiell W0lJ[ll-vf^Lratlon*
I1'1'
off taokle and whirled his way man on the squad that knows how son, dean of men.
passer ... Is a Stockton lad/
l4eCO,oWOf
4
PLAY DAY TOMORROW
main as instructor in the ph, i'3^
down to tho Tiger 80 yard stripe, to play football. He has been both"Ajax" Adamina, passes and educationo department for tE( r- , proud of
At the 1928 Olympic Games Cor
Of interest to Jaysee gals and all
lb<>u
where he was brought down from ored with Injuries but should be son was a member of the United
P. E. majors will be the Hockey kicks with the best of them . . . mainder of the school term 'IA
eke ^orld
behind by Bob Kientz. Failing to valuable varsity material next year, States discus throwing team, plac
Play Day to be held tomorrow from was an end last year . . . has im hiell, one-time football plaj( i»« *ld boutonnlf®
gain on the next three plays, Zim His tackle position would be less ing third with a throw of 150
., thera) '
10 to 12 a. m. at Stockton Hi. Miss proved as a ball packer . . . owns Southwestern University in j, # and 8
merman threw a pasB to Hilton on vulnerable if he were in complete
Jane Shurmer, Chico State instruc a car "Vintage 1776."
>»
in H-rrr
feet.
has
been
Nevada
coach
since
1
the goal line and tho first half health. A Stockton boy and Bill's
gurpri"
clar»b«l
Also serving on the committee
tor, will direct the games and dem
A1 Soper, outstanding punter . . .
ended with the Spartans out in little brother.
wingr b/l re""* <="
We
can
will be A1 I,ang, Coach A. A.
onstrate
some
of
the
finer
points
4Pacific
beats
Nevada
SCRANTON
NEW
MEN!®
0
By STREAMLINE SAVELLI
is from Linden . .. . his kicking
front seven to nothing, the con HARRY PI.ATE R
Stagg, Fred Grimsley, H. A. Vogel
of playing hockey. All girls plan ability will be one of the main
DRENE, can't we.
Players asked that U* 5l8*--n
version being good.
Running mate to Ijams at the sang, J. C. Cave and Dr. LynnGood evening, ladies and gentle
jjcrnian '
ning to attend must be in the girls
hapP enlr
Coach Chester Scranton and pj
On the highway, on the airway
cogs in Pacific's defense.
As the third quarter got under tackle post, he makes his 180
. thin*'
men, this Is the Switchfleld Re
gym at the Hi at 10. Let's have a
wood Dozler.
man
Coach
James
Coleman
jttl
way both toams played a close pounds felt. A little more weight
Tommy "Cactus" Olaeta . . . up
Mayor Fay was directed by porter bringing to you the six- . . . Use your Pacific ASSOCIA good turnout.
tea
the varsity squad for the rena|jA>"'A .
jean
style featuring a kicking game as and he will be a nice man for the Avery Brundage, president of the thousand, one-hundred and twenty- TION Student Body Cards at the
November 5 is the day and Dad's from Frosh team of '37 . . . handles
st
of the season. So far, the Nt -out l° in
their offense. However, the Staters varsity. A Stockton man.
tlon
third edition of the Switchfleld game. , . .
Point is the place for the W.A.A. himself well in the backfield .
American Olympic Association.
recCP
began to break away as their ARTHUR HOI.TON
is good blocker . . . runs low and Wolves have won from the Co
news.
Climbing up the ladder to meet weinie roast next week. This will
aerial attack began to click again
of Idaho and Chico State Col (cars.
Converted from end to fullback,
hard . . . long distance kicker.
be
the
first
social
affair
of
the
OIL be seeing you at the big
tied Flagstaff Teachers
and a series of six plays, featur this 180-pounder has proved a sen
the one who waits for me: Got a year and a large number Is ex
p'X SNAPS
promlnen
game
I
GAS.
ing bullet passes, saw tho mighty sation at his new position, and he
to Greely State and Fresno) Michaels"»
date with an angel, Got a date pected.
We take you now to Stockton,
8
Zimmerman and his cohorts cover really booms through the line. He
Colleges. Although the Fres ,«fic camp" for
Miss Mae Shaw deserves a big
California, where the College of about seven.
65 yards for their second score. backs up the line In addition to
won by a 27-0 score, 3 of their Sand at present a
And you'd better get your date hand and warm "thank you" for
Pacific is tangling with the Uni
The kick for the extra point was smashing on offense. He gets off
touchdowns were described
her
efforts
in
obtaining
the
cabin
"
versity of Nevada. Pacifto has for the big game.
no good and San Jose led 13 to at Areata.
"gifts" or the direct result of
at Calaveras Big Trees for the
,n
P ai;.'oMnc
the ball. What will they do? What
0 at the beginning of the final LEONARD WARD
Try and figure that one out. And W.A.A. Dr. and Mrs. Pease were
leJ t
Reports have come in that breaks." The Wolves out-go
This boy looms as a threat to
will they try? Pacific Marches On. don't look so ENNIS-cent about it.
period.
going to donate it to Miss Shaw Coaches Jackson and Kjeldson are the Bulldogs by nearly a 2-1
You'll have the TIME of your
Owning up a little air raid of Dowe at tho cente rpositlon and
Once more I say, be here for
Notewnrr
gin.
and several other faculty members,
,of Norman
their own, the Staggmen came to If he settles down, he really goes to
LIFE if you eoine to the big home Home-Coming. You can't miss it. but she said that the girls would getting grey hair from trying to
was also
Tonight they play an impo:
rest on State's 82 yardllne and town. He Is a vicious tackier and
coming game.
You shouldn't miss It. You won't appreciate it so much more so it explain the Sigma Delta Psi to Far Western Conference P Uebman
•
the
Seeyopee
camp k
the
numerous
people
who
have
from their KienU circled right when he learns how to pass tho
Flash ! ! ! Hollywood, Calif.
miss It. You know why? I'm askin' was given to the women students
against College of Paciifi Ti ti,kf.nd. She trough: n
end and to the two yard marker. ball back, ho will prove himself He
"Now, Fred Allen, you do your you! You know why? Because I'm instead. "Hats off" to you, Miss Inquired about it for the sake of
The Board of Regents at
t's famous son, Mik
Two plays, later. Oleata drove has shown flashes of brilliance, but
homework. You haven't studied Professor QUIZ. That's so funny, Shaw; your heart's in the right sports fans who wish to know
ing
to
be
held
later
on
will
4
must
become
more
steady.
Antioch
about
the
game
and
its
rules,
we
through center for a touchdown.
a bit this week."
I'll bet your NASH-ing your teeth place. A plea for donations of fur
write this article explaining the on Dashiell's request and the siiha Rausch and Al
Pacific's hopes for pulling the Is his town.
"I can't maw, It's home-coming at me.
niture for the cabin has been
ers' petition. The team met • decided to change im •
game out of the fire were soon ELWOOD DALY
game tonite."
And now, ladles and gentlemen, issued, and a group is going up game.
Another good end that booms
dampened as the Spartans un
The Sigma Delta Psi is a na accused Martie of "Inter# ire dancing together n
IPANA the stuff, you read It.
we've come to the end of the pro soon to clean it up and get it
with the team and failing to •lebration of Bun 1' I
leashed a final aerial attack to through the Interference with
With a cloud of dust, a hearty gram. Pleasant dreams. I'll be ready for a winter of hectic activ tion-wide organization composed of
needed equipment.
put the game on ico with another swish. He is the crashing typo and
flay last weekend, his ni
welcome, and a Hl-Yo Silver—the seeing you at the Pacific-Nevada ity. Anyone with old chairs, cots, members who have qualified in
Is sometimes suckered in. A little
score.
fifteen
events
for
a
specified
goal
big home-coming game. Ydu won't game. Olive Oil, a tweet tweet, a mattresses, etc., for the cabin is
itained some
of his
At the close of the game, San more playing experience and he
get this one, unless you're well- fond diddle diddle, a cup and a asked to get in touch with Miss in each, for instance: the oneA. Forrester, Toronto ope In at their ranch. Buy..
will
prove
valuable.
Pittsburg
Jose's entire rooting section cross
BREAD.
saucer, and P-L-E-A-S-A-N-T Hill or Lovella Hawley, W.A.A. hundred yard dash must be done of long ago, once ran the Id Ratteen
ed the field and cheered the Pa- claims him.
in eleven and three-fifths seconds dash in 14 seconds—back™ F® B"YEK
Oddities in the News . . .
D-R-E-A-M-S.
president.
clfio spectators with school songs
For exact details of each event,
is made Blng Crosby an
Passes attempted—Pacific 10,
and yells. Rooters from both
consult the bulletin board in the
Irorrdor do it so we an'
schools combined In a final tri San Jose 18.
events posted in the gym, If Thanks, and BON BOII
gym.
Passes competed—Pacific 5, San
bute to Coach Dud DeGroot, of
vThe Sigma Delta Psi was listed presence of at least one (I
San Jose and our own Alonzo Jose 8.
as one of the competitive sports member or authorized d'rectl IRHF.AR.DPasses Intercepted—By Pacific
Stagg.
of the Inter-Club athletic tourney the Committee on Certifies! „ you ^^
p
(iAMi; STATISTICS
4, San Jose 0.
Quarterback Joe Siegfried has
2. A candidate may attem
begun this week. Points will be
Yardage punts (average)—Pa- been warming the bench because
First downs—Pacific 5, San
given each club having eligible qualify in Sigma Delta Pol
Jose 14.
ciflo 41, San Jose 39.
of a bad leg Injury, but should see
P
The first event of the inter-class members qualify for the Sigma a student or as an alumnus «you see the Ilac
So,
Yards gained from scrimmage—
Yards gained by rushing—Pa some action against the Wolf pack
program will ha the three-mile Delta Psi.
his institution.
Pacific 68, San Jose 344.
did you look at thi
cific 77, San Jose 222.
tonight.
cross-country race, which has def
Members, after paying i ties?
There will be two requirements
initely been slated for Thursday, for full membership in this club are privileged to wear the
November 17, according to Chris
T. Attain marks opposite the ficial ring.
Kjeldson and Coach Earl Jackson,
who are at the head of the intra
mural activities.
The race will be run in territory
surrounding the campus, finishing
the final lap on the track at Bax
ter Stadium. Only those men who
JORDAN
have trained sufficiently will be al
lowed to enter the event.
fMl-RE treat
All Junior and Senior College stu
dents will be eligible to enter, in
cluding all lettermen from both
t
, ,V
ku rt
institutions.
Trackmen specializing In distance
5—10—25c
events are especially asked to try
out for the race in order to get in
'°m *hom"
' H »«Ung. ,
n
condition for the coming track
v
It
n »««
season.
'
trope
p
r
P r corner.
STOCKTON
o

Bengals Unable To Stop Powerful
Spartan Attack; 15,000 See Game

Announcement Follows Rebellion
Of Nevada Players And Students

Corson Heads
Olympiad
Committee

Tiger Eleven
Surveyed

Coach A. A. Stagg
Also Named On
Olympic Group

Bengal Frosh
Highlights

Home On The Range?
.

.

.

NO!

.

.

.

Homecoming On Air

Line Plunger

Sigma Delta Psi?

Why It's A - - -

CAMPUS STUFF - By SUPERS

Three Mile Trek
Scheduled For
November 17

TONIGHT: GO WITH THE CROWD
TO THE PACIFIC-NEVADA GAME...

.

WELCOME BACK
GRADS!
S. H. K R E S S

CO.

irk Gadg(

fCi
v
ir ?oL°' *"° '

MAIN STREET

SATURDAY LIBRARY HOURS.
Miss Potts, librarian, announces
that in the future the library will
not be opened until 9 a. m. on Sat
urday mornings. The change has
been made because very few stu
dents find it convenient to study
before that time.

Today:
Get Into A

"BAL"
Of course, you'll want to see the
Tigers swing into important action
Friday night. But how about that
new Topcoat you've been wanting
to buy? Today is the chance.
Bravo and McKeegan's the1 place.
And $29.50 is the price. A "BAL"
coat is your ticket to smartness.

r

fo r men _ for boys

313-317

EAST

MAIN STREET

"or of*!'"

Best of Success
to the

SHEPHERD & GREEN
Contractors, Builders, and
Superintendents of
Construction

ICE
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT
LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
ROCK
GRAVEL

BENGAL TIGERS
-OPEN TILL 2 A. M.—
Everyday including"

Sundays.

Fishing Tackle
Ammunition

w

805 Bank of America Bldg.
Stockton, Calif.

YOLLAND ICE
& FUEL CO.
INCORPORATED

Telephone 5100
Stockton, California
Office:
Miner Avenue at San Joaquin Street
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"What are you going to do after graduation;
run a filling station or be a wrestler?"

Phone 1750

B M) & McKEEGAN

gs

be! *

The Valley Port Creamery wishes to eX'
press its appreciation lor the splendid
lationship with the Faculty and Student
againiJl

of the College of the Pacific and
vites you to come in and enjoy their de
licious homecooking and
licacies.
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of the Highest Quality
Pat Miraglio's
Mqtor Service
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Avenue
Pat Miraglio
— Russ
Aitken

Valley Pprt CreameU

2034 Pacific Av)e.
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Candies, Milk, Butter & Eg^ 5
IT'S LIKE COMING
HOME TO COME TO
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jack Benny, Bing Crosby, even
iarlie McCarthy have their guest
•lists so why shouldn't we? From
lme to time, we will turn this
lumn over to prominent
people
j the campus. In keeping with
i.;.r
his idea, we are turning the
C%oiumn over this week to an atHKiN
Ml)
ractive young lady who Is a
'•RTi,r
unior, blonde with blue eyes, and
." '"'Is , ,n vh0 gets around a bit. O. K. Take
'>nts , "" t away, and don't forget the mud
Hy the „
guards.
°i th,,
' -lv..
AN JOSE SPECIAL
h«|| " I Ml ,
of ^ Was really Special! No game
'h«« « h „ V , ' U v , i R a " S h o u l d b e w i t h o u t o n e . M e m o r i e s
W(ur
He ,
'iihlei^
0{ someone calling to Unkie
•
Ihel ;-"too
that party in the baglull
<li
age car . . . People taking reI,
«•>
cslimr.nts from coca cola bottles
"
their bj
PesjuJ. . Ham Briggs almost getting
'»Anh,Ru |
'"'eft at the Deanza . . . Daffy Dill,
TO k
]ast year's column, here, there,
an a Id
Oa«hiet|nd all over the place.
Inst
"'Ct01' in ^jjjTERrFRATERNITY DANCE
,i<,I>artn>«ntt Had swell decorations . . . pretty
' th"e s«hotn Patronesses . . . lots
im.=> of
ui people
pcuyio . . .
,
,
' footbai, imega Phi's proud of the fact
n tlniv«>„,.
telling the world about it
Jniversit. •"J
tls
v*da (•o k J purple and gold boutonnieres, in
aC
"VNTos v
' ase you weren't there) . . .
hAV Mjjpleasant surprise
in Harry Du
wketj
Clarabel Coffthat raw's singing
Scrantou »an and Max Gobel really cutting
h J m •»
_ ColJ0050 • • ' TT«
n m Sapiro
Canlfft and
OTlfl 111
hies
Herman
his(5

^<5°Per'

•

Formal Tea Attracts
Many Guests For
Alpha Kappa Phi
One of the loveliest social events^Marion Akers, Mrs. Bruce Olmof the fall season was the formal stead, Mrs. Wm. Thomas and Mrs.
tea at Alpha Kappa Phi last Sun T. Norton.
Guests who called between three
day afternoon in honor of the outand five o'clock were greeted by
of-town members of the Arch- Mrs. David Smith, Miss Martha
ania's Mothers' Club.
Pierce, who is house hostess, and
Mrs. David Smith, president of Richard Bentley, president of the
the club, was assisted in planning fraternity.
the affair by the following com
An unusual feature of the af
mittees: invitations, Mrs. John F. fair was the inclusion in the en
Blinn, Mrs. Marion Akers; pro tertainment of little Nancy Hargram, Mrs. Dale Rose; decorations, bert, fourteen years old, who
Mrs. J. Zeigler and Mrs. John ployed a violin solo. She was ac
Erz; pouring, Mrs. Frank Nash companied by her mother. Bob
and Mrs. Stephen Blewett; re Harrison, a member of Archania
freshments, Mrs. Ernest Poletti, sang several duets with his sister
Mrs.
Frank
Willson, Mrs. A1 throughout the afternoon.
Learned, Mrs. Florence
Boyes;
Several hundred guests enjoyed
serving, Mrs. David Smith, Mrs. the fraternity's hospitality.

AT THE INTERFRAT DANCE

Among those enjoying the Interfraternity Dance last Saturday night were Dor
othy Kolln, Eugene Minson, Vada Ward, Marabelle Rodier, and Phyllis Grimshaw.

Alice Yelland OLD GRADS
Alpha Theta
Reveals Her GUESTS AT Active Week Dances Follow
banned For
Nevada Game Tau Welcomes
DANCE
Betrothal
Old Grads
Omega Phi
Tonight

Sororities Present
Pledges Sunday
At Formal Teas
•house, welcoming guests from 4
MU ZETA KHO
From 3 until 5 o'clock Mu Zeta until 6 o'clock. She will be assisted
Rho members will present their by Miss Ellen Deering, house
pledges at a formal tea. Receiving mother.
Rooms of the house will be at
guests will be Betty Boothe, presi
dent, Mrs. Lucy Forkner, house tractively decorated in the autumn
mother, and the five new pledges, motif.
Pledges in whose honor the af
Bernadine Badger, Dorothy Bar
tholomew, Barbara Caswell, Gayle fair is being given are Rose Doug
las, Melba Jean Loyd, Alice KeehRawls and Beverly Wright.
Rooms of the house will he at ner and Olga Kalmin.
All four sororities will join in
tractively lit by tall tapers, and
presiding over the tea table will be formal teas Sunday afternoon to
Mrs. Louis Vannuccini and Mrs. officially present their new pledges
to campus social life. Guests are
Victor Anderson.
Meri Wolf, Arlene Harder, Pat invited to call between the hours
Carson, Doris Marsh and Mary of 3 and 6 o'clock.
Ranney will assist with the serving. ALPHA THETA TAU
Muriel Logerwell is general chair
Betty Dixon is general chairman of
man of the events at Alpha Theta
the affair.
Tau. Guests will be received by
EPSILON LAMBDA SIGMA
Barbara Albertson, Jeanne Hons- June Lane, house president, Miss
berger, and Josephine Stone will be Mary Doman, housemother, and by
presented at Epsilon's pledge tea the new pledges, Betty Barry, Vir
ginia Nelson, Maxine Oliver and
from 3 until 5 o'clock.
The table will be attractively ap Dorothy Fitzgerald.
Decorations are being planned
pointed with appropriate autumn
flowers and Mrs. J. W. Barnes by Charlotte -Meeske, Jacqueline
and Miss Patty Pierce will preside Parker and Muriel Brown. Arrang
ing refreshments are Frances Hull,
over it.
Guests will he greeted in addi Muriel Logerwill and Virginia
tion to the pledges by Mrs. Ethyl Worth.
Alpha Theta has invited guests
Flack, housemother, and Alice Tilto call between 4 and 6 o'clock.
ton, house president.
The Misses Cornogg and Helen
TAU KAPPA KAPPA
Helen Hall will head the receiv Danner will preside at the tea
ing line at Tau Kappa Kappa table.

Climax to a week-end of festivi
More than forty friends of Miss
Alice Yelland learned last Friday ties will be the Homecoming dance
Alumna from all parts of the
Committees are busy this week
Following tonight's game be
evening of her engagement to Mr. I ;n the Pacific gym tomorrow night.
'" i. | forthe gadgets" . . . things happening
at Omega Phi Alpha fraternity tween Pacific and the University state will be guests of honor at the
Gay Rible, Jr., at a party at the Herman Sapiro's orchestra will
annual Homecoming luncheon at
s<> far, ii,VHCHANIA'S TEA
with plans for both Homecoming of Nevada, three of the sororities
Alpha Theta Tau sorority Satur
play for dancing from nine until
w°n fro
Almost lost in Zora Jean Gou- biide-elects home.
m
and rushing season.
and three fraternities will join in day noon.
Announcement was made by pic, . .
Cars,
, one o clock,
'' Chico 3tat£ey's wedding reception
An event of Wednesday night holding openhouses from ten un
tures of the two young people
Invitations have been extended
,ff
Tcache.ya.rs, cars.
Committees for the event were
concealed in the bridge tallies that
to and accepted by hundreds of
was the steak-bake in the back til one.
,s' ,te and FtSNOOP'N SNAPS
were distributed by Miss Yelland's named by the co-chairman, Junan yard of the house. This was the
Stockton and Bay city residents.
^'Hiough the' Alice Michaelson prominent on three year old sister, Sharon.
Dancing to radio music will be
Bronzich and Lee Kerfoot, and
Reminiscent of the Hallowe'en
27-0 "core, 3 0[ ;he Pacific campus for the last
second rush event of the season enjoyed at each house, and buffet
motif will be the appointments and
Miss Yelland is the daughter of include programs, Ray Hoffman
re djJwo years and at present a stud- Dr. and Mrs. R. L. Yelland and |
for Omega Phi.
refreshments
will
be
served decorations for the meal.
UKhtgj
John
Cohvell
and
A1
* the direct
at Highland Hospital School
Guests were greeted by Dick
a
student
at
the
College
of
the
Jacqueline Parker is general
throughout
the
evening.
The
Wolves
Nursing in Oakland, was a Pacific, where her sorority is Al
Patriquin, president, and were
chairman of the event, and she
Invitation
has
been
extended
to
1
Hy nearly Jampus visitor last week-end. She pha Theta Tau.- She is a past I chairman, Bill Johnson, Muriel then allowed to watch Master Chef
will be assisted by Bea McCarl in
Enjoyed the Inter-Frat in the com- worthy adviser of the Order of Stafford, Trever Griffiths, and Forrest Darby, who baked the all Pacific students, rooters from
charge of the program.
Home-coming activities are in full
1 " «y Play
of Norman Noteware.
an pany
Rainbow for Girls and an Omega | Mary Ranney; clean-up, Harold steaks. Following dinner, those in the University of Nevada, and
Saturday evening, members past
swing at Tau Kappa Kappa this
vited were shown through the
•••in Confere Phyllis Liebman was als0 a visi" Nu.
friends of; the College of the Pa and present will enjoy the eve
Epsilon Lambda Sigma 1* open
Martin and Bob Cook.
' liege of pac4or on the Seeyopee camp grounds
house and entertained with singing
The son of Mr. and Mrs. .Gay
ning's performance in the Little weekend.
ing its Homecoming activities with
cific
to
attend
the
festivities.
Admission
will
be
by
student
and a program.
The I '• "'I of Keren',.last weekend. She brought news of Rible, Sr., Mr. Rible is a grad
Open house will he held tonight
6
... . famous
Many grads, here for the Home Theatre of "The Ghost Flies
a luncheon at twelve-thirty in the
Pacific's
son, HTIlrA
Mike Martinbody card only. No stags will be
ng tr
Among those present were Stan
later on y
uate of the University of Cali
South."
at
the house for alumni of the house. Following this event will be
coming activities this weekend, are
>n Di
I s request and >yich.
Many of the Alpha Theta alum sorority. Informal dancing in one I
fornia. He also attended Modesto admited, except those attending Hill, Joe Thornton, Ted Eschwig, expected to be present.
a prQgram presented by the active
Woodie Eschwig, Les Jacobson,
n-a' petition. The teau Hcrtha Rausch and A1 Soper Junior College and Oregon State. from the University of Nevada.
nae will remain over Sunday and
Guests
have
been
invited
by
Mu
ave decided to change partners,
room,
and
visiting
in
the
other
will
l
embers under the direction of
Nathan
Davies,
Bruce
Smith
and
1
m en ied Murtie of "in?
Autumn flowers decorated the
Attending the Homecoming cele
Zeta Rho, Epsilon Lambda Sigma, be present at the pledge presenta
and are dancing together now.
Dick Riddell.
be
the
main
feature
of
the
evening.
tion
tea.
with the team and faffli|
Yelland home for the event.
Mrs. Dewey R. Powell.
brations in their capacities as paTn celebration of Buzz Fisher's
Following tonight's game with Tau Kappa, Rho Lambda Phi,
*
*
*
Decorations will be carried out
>Mdad equipment.
Bidden to first hear the news trons and patronesses for the afInter-twining old tradition with
birthday last weekend, his mother
Nevada, members of the fraternity Omega Phi, Alpha, and Alpha
were Misses Nadine Yelland, Van- fajr will be Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Kappa Phi. Those present will he
in
the
fall
theme
throughout
the
j
contemporary
College life, the prosome
of
his
frat
will
entertain
with
an
open
house
Entertained
adeane Carroll, Zora Jean Goudey, Burns, Mr. and -Mrs. James C.
requested to dance three dances
house. Miss Ellen Deering and gram wjn be authentic in detail
er, Toronto brothers at their ranch. Buzz was Lucy Hawley, Dorothy Christman, Corson, Mr. and Mrs. Mel Matheny, for alumni, parents, friends and
I
guests. Paul Rippon is in charge of and move on to the next house.
Mr. and Mrs. James Corson will
^be acting, setting, music, cosonce ran thi^weet sixteen.
Lois Genochio, Evelyn Barnett, Miss Opal Berg, and Mr. Robert
1
arrangements.
14 seconds—b*FBARLES BOYER
act
as
patron
and
patronesses
for
t
umeg>
and sPirit of the changing
Betty Moore, Dorothy Steiny, Betty | Fenix.
A meeting which is an annual
Has made Bing Crosby and the
Jean Ashley, Bobbin Gay Peck,
the
occasion.
interests
among young
event at Homecoming time is the
Jello-vendor do it so we are, too.
Virginia Weston, Geraldine Crane, I
Announcement was made this
Saturday afternoon a buffet from 1858 to 1938.
Alumni meeting scheduled for Sat
>n«ted In the gye_
Thanks, and BON SOIR.
Georgia Mae Clark, Lucille Tretheweek of the annual Frosh-Soph in luncheon for the alumnae of Tau
«
*
»
urday afternoon at 2 o'clock. Les
of at least on
The arrangement of the program
way, Virginia Amann, Rita Folformal which will be held Novem
Tiscornia will preside over the
or authorised IVERHEARD:
Kappa Kappa is planned. Dawn js as follows: Founder's period,
som, Marguerite Tanberg, Cather
ber 18. It will be free to the
business meeting.
milt tee on Cirti! Did you see the Front Page?
ine Rowe, Golden Grimsley, Geral
members of the Pacific Student As Walters is chairman of the affair, Stephen's "I Dream of Jeanie with
candidate mar >'•
No.
dine Patton, Vangie Pease and |
and assisting her will be Patty the Light Brown Hair," and "Beausociation.
In Blgma Delta i Did you see the Back Page?
Verna Dunstan.
This dance, the social event of Maxon,
Aline
Durst,
Norman tiful Dreamer Awake Unto Me."
at or aa an aluiii
No.
Miss Mildred Harrison of Tracy, ] LAst Monday evening, Archania
Rushing season was opened by the year for the mighty Sophs and James, and Lois Laselle. A musical
Civil War period, burlesque of
Well,
did
you
look
at
the
fun
Itutlon.
Miss Gertrude Sullivan of San I held its second scheduled rush date
members of Rhizomia at a skat the not-so-mighty Frosh, is a tradi
nies?
'Gone With The Wind" starring
era, after payic
program
for
the
grads
will
be
|
Francisco and Miss Mary Lake of with a dinner at the California
ing party Wednesday evening, Oc tion at Pacific.
vlleged to wear
Crimon O'Dara and Rat, the But
Oakland.
Hotel, where a Basque dinner was
tober 19, at the Wilson Way
Music will he furnished by Her- given by the girls.
*
#
*
ler, and Emily Dickinson's inter
Mesdames E. B. Harvey, Gay enjoyed by the members and their
Skating Rink.
The party was
an Sapiro's orchestra.
Final
Discussion came last night at followed by another event in the plans are being made by Kenny
Rible Sr., Frank Evanhoe, Jr., guests.
pretation of the 1870's.
Omega Phi Alpha of an informal form of a rush dinner held at the
Klaas, Sophomore class president,
Frank Trantham, Curtis Clark,
Following dinner, "the group en
'An Old Sweetheart of Mine" by
dance to be given on Saturday, No Rho Lambda Phi House October
and Les Dow, Freshman prexy.
Robert Morris, Michael Hughes, j0yed the picture at the California
James Whitcomb Riley portrays
vember 5.
25 at 6:30 p. m. Following the
Assisting the class-heads will he
Fred Stanley, William Christman, theatre. Those who enjoyed the
Ed Koehler, vice president and dinner a theater party was staged
the 1900's. Ideals of the modern
Jean Strong, Adrian Squires, Bill
Ralph Brady, Lillie Carroll, Har- pian_ 0f John Travail and Bob
social
chairman
for
the
fraternity,
college
woman portray the con
By JORDAN
by
the
Rhizites.
Biddick, and Glen Harter.
riet Langham, Winfield Eproson, Bovey, who were in charge of the
will appoint committees to finish
»
*
•
Rushees of the fraternity in
temporary campus life.
Jack Nichol of Burlingame, Glen affair, were John Cox, Ray Cox,
the arrangements for the affair.
TREASURE TREAT
clude Les Jacobson, K e n d a l
»
•
•
Rather
than
the traditional
Assisting in planning the pro
New, novel, nifty! Most astound Frederickson of Los Gatos and j0hn Domench, Pete Whittaker,
Brown, Carl Gasman, Frank Mc
Thomas Wilson of San Francisco. Bob Wilkiqson, Eric Jacobson, Les grams will he Boh Bastian.
white
of
the
bride,
Miss
Goudey
ing discovery of the week! Trick
Donald and Fred Cox.
*
*
*
I Jacobson, Mel Caviglia, Ray Gra
Dick Patriquin is president of
iest little thing you could ever
chose a gown of Santa Fe blue.
.nucci,
John
Owen,
Bruce
Smith
the house and Mrs. Cora Lynch is
tuck under your arm—and here McCANN READS NOVEL
The dress was of velvet styled as
Dick gtebbi
chris pappas Bill
house mother.
it is—an envelope in the style of
Miss Eleanor McCann of the Jun-l,homas ^ ^
a Empire gown, with a surplice
Blazer
Striped
*
»
*
An
exhibit
of
Stockton
Junior
a handbag with "addressed to'
College Eng is
epai men
jn conjunction with other houses
College and College of the Pacific draped neckline, a gored skirt fit
and "from whom" in your own read chapters from the novel on
pw ^ ^ ^
art work will be shown on Satur ted at the hipline and flaring at
hand writing. It even has a stamp
which she is now wor m ,
open house radio dance following
day, October 29, from 10:00 A. M.
College of Pacific's Omicron
in the proper corner.
next meeting of the Stockton Writ- *•
.
°
the hem, and a shirred sleeve
to 5:00 P. M. in the art studios
Club. Any interested students the game tonight. Interesting decCOLORED COIFFURE
Chapter of Beta Beta Beta, Na
reaching
to
just
below
the
elbow.
in Weber hall.
Some
times
we
have
our are welcome to come to Anderson
^anned ^ U t
' Greenblatt, Roy Haney, Martin
Tea will be served by art de The veil was of a shade which tional Honorary Biological Society,
doubts, but we'll push them aside Hall next Tuesday at 8 o'clock.
partment faculty members from contrasted with the tone of the he'd its initiation Friday evening,
| Shearere, and Dick Eaton.
in favor of the more eccentric
3:00 to 5:00 p. m. in honor of dress, and it fell from a tiny cap October 21, at the home of Ernest
Bill
Scantlebury,
corresponding
creatures on our campus. The
"Radio and the facsimile may
the old students. Every one is of ostrich.
I secretary, has received acceptances become so ruinous to the news
Meyers. Those initiated to active
latest—have your crowning glory
to attend from many of the old papers that tins institution may
invited.
Miss Goudey carried a white membership were Norma Canessa,
all fixed up to match your formal
grads. Composing the refreshment cease to exist entirely. This was
Bible with a marker of lavender
attire. As an example, that yellow
Irene Canton, Rose Lee Rowe,
committee are Dick Bentley, A1 the prediction offered by Rossi
orchids. She was given in mar
velvet of yours would be set off
Hedges, Roy Cooper, and Wade Reynolds, local newspaper radio
riage by her father at the Uni John Blinn and Louis Heinrich.
beautifully by an off shade of
The College of the Pacific In tarian Church at 3 p. m. on Oc Dr. Larson was taken in as an
] Beckwith.
green for those ringlets which
columnist, when he spoke before
firmary is for the protection of tober 23 with Rev. Arthur Foote
Plans have also been made for a the Journalism class last week.
should be piled high. Enough
honorary member.
the students. For this reason any reading the services. Preceding
I large attendance of former ArReynolds related the "inside" of
said?
Installation of officers were Dr.
one may go there in case of any the bride down the aisle was
Strictly evening: From the top chites at the buffet luncheon to- the making of a radio column.
LUCKY LADIES
Noble, sentinel, William Shepherd,
emergency,
but
the
staff
requests
Alyce
O'Connor,
maid
of
honor;
Pamphlets sent from NBC and
And if your birthday is in this of her highly piled curls to the tip j morrow noon,
that, if possible, the students ob Miss Lorraine Beawald and Mrs. president, Melba Black, secretary,
chilly month of October, you may of her dainty feet, the lady of to
other networks make up the ma
Noel Shaefer, historian, George
serve
the regular hours. They are Frank Cochella, bridesmaids.
terial which goes into a ether
brighten your life by telling that day is the typical picture of splen
Butler, copductor.
as
follows.
The
attendants
wore
gowns
column. Radio logs are sent from
little "bird" to tell Mama, Papa, dor and extreme feminity in her
Dr. Stanford presented the en
CLINIC HOURS;
styled like that of the bride ex
each station and the schedule
Sis or Unkie that your one desire evening regalia.
tertainment of the evening after
8:30-11:30
A.
M.
cept
that
they
had
short
sleeves.
is a fiery opal; or if your taste
With your high evening coiffure
printed in the newspapers are
which refreshments were served.
1:30- 5:00 P. M.
The three wore the same colordemands a lovely Tourmaline. wear clip combs set with rhinecompiled from these.
*
*
*
Sundays and Holidays
a vintage tone—in velvet and tiny
A radio columnist must be care
Lucky stones for those of us who stones and sequins, jeweled ear
eS
9:00-12:00
A.
M.
caps
to
match.
Talismen
ros:s
Phi
Sigma
Gamma,
honorary
add a year to the ever increasing rings, several multi-colored combs
ful of what goes into his column
VISITING HOURS:
and maidenhair fern formed their
1/>rl
ones during the thirty-one days ostrich feathers, or cyclamen feath-| language society, held its semi-an or he will have trouble with ad
C rt
10:30-11:30 A. M.
bouquets.
S
nual
formal
initiation
Monday
vertisers
of
the
newspaper,
radio
Inf ttie P
°f this month.
3:00--5:00 P. M.
The best man was Mr. Joe Rice.
For her proud young throat she I evening in the S. C. A. rooms, program sponsors, or publicity
ion
end*3
NEVER, NEVER
7:00- 8:30 P. M.
Mr. Arthur Herron and Mr. James
wears
an
antique
brooch
mounted
Those
initiated
with
President
companies,
said
the
Record
news
Never
wan
or
washed
out—this
1
•
*
*
Wickizer were the ushers
* F* n'ty *Aftd. .gait j years complexion splashes!
on to a velvet ribbon, paste neck- Alex Turkatti presiding, were Ann man.
The bride's mother was gowned
laces, chatelaines, chokers, or most Hodgkins,
Iris
Keyes,
Doris
thein Lipstick
L!-"" color
—
The Library Art Book Fund,
in black velvet with matching ac
any
type
of
brightly
jeweled
neckBishopberger,
Gladys
Hughes,
Red
Cranberry
i.
a corsage of gar- |long-planned memorial in honor
cessories
and
e
j
Janet
Lehman,
May
Vignola,
Betty
aceg
2. Champagne Rose
and
[
denias.
. of Miss Etta E. Booth, professor
The loveliest evening gowns are Barron, William Kirkman, Ted
3. Petuna
Pre-ceremony
music
was
sung
emeritas of the College of Faci
id
a/i
fashioned with wide spreading Norton and Chris Papas,
4. Sky Pink
by Barbara Harrison. Miss Eileen fic, is being started by^ the art
skirts. The newest notes in formal
Preceding the initiation the soNever let a curl slip!
Daniels played the two traditional department during homecoming
Keep all of those stray locks gowns are hoop skirts, strapless ciety enjoyed a dinner at the Litwedding marches.
I week.
In place with a hair lacquer dresses, leg o'mutton sleeves and tie Gypsy Tea Room, after which
Miss Booth was a member of
Epsilon
Lambda
Sigma
was
the
Alpha
Theta
Mother's
Club
met
| which just can't slip.
stiff peplums above full skirts. Ma- the members were entertained by
setting
of
the
reception
following
the
faculty of Napa college when
*
*
*
Wednesday at the sorority house to
terials used consist of taffeta, vel the new members. Entertainment
College Rainbow Girls will have
the ceremony.
The house was it was taken over by the old Unichoose
officers
for
this
semester.
was
also
provided
by
Mildred
Lagvet, sijttin, lace, net and moire. The
an opportunity to meet together
decorated with palms and mixed versity of the Pacific, where she
1
Mrs. Weston, vice president, pre
most youthful formal we have seen omarsino, who did a Spanish next Wednesday evening when the
sided in the absence of Mrs. Lyons. bouquets. White candles furnished founded the present art departwas a luscious white taffeta trim dance and was accompanied by recently reorganized group meets
in San Jose. Since 1936
k
Mrs. Dunstan was chosen presi the lighting for the scene. The ment
William
Kirkman
and
Philip
Alosi
med with rose velvet and fash
for dinner at one of the downtown
table was covered with a white Miss Booth has retired to Norton,
dent,
Mrs.
Rowe
secretary
and
Mrs.
V
Dr. Steinhauser, Miss Ruth Smith restaurants.
Mr. J. Russel Bodley has ac ioned with a hoop skirt.
lace cloth and centered by a huge Massachusetts, where she is liv
Maxter vice president.
Elaine Burns, Helen Danner and
The most attractive evening and Miss Danner then welcomed
cepted the invitation of the plan
Plans were discussed for a lunch bride's cake wreathed by baby ing with relatives.
the new members.
May Shower are in charge of ar
Copyright, 193S, by Falrchili.
The original sketches by Miss
ning committee of the Asilomar wraps being shown for this winter
eon
to be held Wednesday, Novem roses. Jean Morgan, Marguerite
A short business meeting was rangements, and reservations may
A blazer striped flannel
blouse ber 16, at the house. The mothers Etzel, Madge Hepburn, Vangie Booth which are being used in a
Conference to lead the music at are tiny boleros or capes of fur,
held after the initiation. Judging be made with any of these people.
in red, white and black with red of the new pledges will be honored, Pease, Pat Seavers, Virginia Chap booklet to advertise the fund, will
the Conference. He will train the quilted jackets, and the usual full
from the plans made, Phi Sigma
The club will have an active sea
length
velvet
coats.
Matching
choir and be in charge of an hour
jewel stud buttons, and black vel and out-of-town mothers are espe man, Marguerite Tanberg and he on display in the new art
Gamma will have a very interest son, since the Grand Assembly for
studios in Weber Hall.
of music each afternoon, when muffs with your wrap adds a note
Jacqueline Dees served.
veteen.
cially invited to attend.
1939 will be held in Stockton.
ing year.
of elegance.
symphonic music is played.

WEEKEND TO Alumni Feted
KEEP HOUSE At Luncheon
ACTIVE

Saturday

Many Events To
Crowd Archite
Schedule

Girls' Gadgets

>ME BACK
:ADS!

Miss Zora Goudey
Becomes Bride
Last Sunday

Student Art Work
On Exhibition

c o.

[ESS

10

Omega Phi Alpha
Plans Dance
For Nov. 5

RHIZOMIA IS
HOST AT
RINK

Frosh-Sophs Join
In Informal
Dance Plans

5c

Reynolds Speaks
To Aspiring
Journalists

STOCK'

Beta Beta Beta
Initiates Six
Members
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f Success

Infirmary Hours

Wearing

tho

Phi Sigma Gamma
Initiates New
Members
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to
_ di
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nmery
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Booth Memorial
Art Book Fund
Under Way
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Rainbow Girls
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For Dinner

Bodley To Conduct
Asilomar Music

Mothers' Club

Elects New

Officers
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THEME UNO
VARIATIONS

C0LLEG1ANA

PATRONESS

CHURCHILL
RECENTLY
made a, speech to America appeal
ing to us for help in stopping the
march of the dictators. He de
cried the attitude of us in America
in washing our hands of the trou
ble since England and France
failed to do their duty. In any
political issue it isn't the best
thing in tne world to tell your
views on the situation, but here
is one point where we agree with
Doc Eiselen when he said some
thing to the effect that as soon
as the first shot is fired over
there a boatload of European bank
ers will be hotfooting it for the
U. S. to arrange loans.

FRIMO YOB CONDUCTING
SYMPHONY STARTS
Those

of

you

who

seek

the

thrill of enjoying good music will
be given opportunity to do so
Monday evening, October 31. On
this date the Stockton Symphony
Orchestra offers the first of a
scries of six concerts scheduled
'n 1938-39. The orchestra, under
the directorship of Mr. Manllo
Sllva, promises to present pro
grams which are brilliant and
varied throughout the season, so
that they will be enjoyable and
meaningful to all.
The Stockton Symphony Orches
tra, In Its Infancy, had difficulty
In getting started. Lack of musi
cians, rehearsal, and receivable
audiences were factors In detain
ing progress. Through hard work
and organizing. Mr. Silva has
established a fine -putatlon for
the Stockton orchestra. By most
competent music critics, the or
chestra Is no wranked sixth on
tho Pacific Coast, for its per
forming ability and size. If the
people of tho community keep
gaining Interest and enthusiasm
for the organization it will with
out doubt gain nationwide en
comium in a few years.

Miss Opal Berg, dean of wo
men at the College of the Par
ciflc, will b~ a patroness at the
annual Homecoming dance to
morrow evening in the gym.
Dean Berg 'i very active in the
social as well as the admin
istrative life of the college.

EMPIRE STYLE

STUDENT LAWYERS AT THE
University of Oklahoma recently
ruled that the act of 'giving away
a fraternity pin is a promise of
marriage, nd it lso constitutes
grounds for breach of promise. The
presumption is, of course, that you
gave it to your best girl.

Pacific students who play In
the orchestra are: Norman Lamb,
Bob Rlddcll and Grattin Guerin,
violins; Tommy Wescott and Shir
ley Ross, cello; Evelyn Ward,
bass; Howard Stine, French horn;
Primo Yob and George Carlisle,
bassoons; Hugh Hutchins and Bill
Siegfried, trombones.

Returns

From this list of names one
« r, readily see that Pacific is
well represented in the orchestra
Getting acquainted with musical
literature and experience in play
ing with a symphony orchestra
ere benefits which these students
derive from such an organization.

DEAN

Dean John Gilchrist Elliot of
the College of the Pacific Con
servatory presents his pupil,
Kathreen Reine Anderson, in
several piano numbers on the
Conservatory recital next Tues
day.

INFIRMARY INFORMATION
^was performed by Dr. Sanderson
By BETTY
WARDELL PICCARDO, football in Collis. Clarence is now at the
hero who suffered a neck injury Dameron Hospital in Stockton but
in the Cal-Pacific game, is re will be transferred to Pacific soon.
ported to be getting along nicely. No visitors are allowed at present.
He is at present at the Cal infirm
ary but will soon be transferred to
MISS RICHARDS, when ques
Pacific. He will not be allowed tioned privately, admitted that at
visitors for some time. Watch this the present time business is slow.
column for the date.
In fact there are, from time to
CLARENCE DE PUY, who was time, no bed patients at all. She
operated on for acute pppendicitis sincerely hopes this healthy situa
last Monday, is doing as well as tion will continue—it gives her
can be expected. The operation time to catch up on her reading.

For Advertising Rates, Write or See Manager.

Chabrier, will complete the pro
gram.
Don't forget the Pi Kappa
Lambda recital in the Pacific
auditorium Tuesday evening, No
vember 1. That's another "must"
for musically-minded Pacificites.
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Phone 9948 or 3721
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The Corset Shop
Sh o e s

Handbags

The newest in platform sol'es in
black, brown or burgundy. Prac
tical, smart shoes for college or
street wear. You must see them
to appreciate there smartness.

Sleek, supple suedes! Superior
Calfskins, fine and smooth! Glossy
patents! Handle, pouch and en
velope styles! With dressmaker
details of shirring, pleating and
tucking! With gleaming accents of
crystal and metal! Black, Navy,
Wine, Cinnamon.

2.89

1.98 to 5.98

Fashion Scoop

Brassiers—Lingerie—Handkerchiefs—Hosiery
Pajamas and Robes—Foundations for
your new Gowns
406 E. MAIN STREET

In heavy gold clips, chain neckleces, etc.—Also Rhinestones, marquisites and old silver.

2.95 and 3.95

1.00 to 3.98

'Don't Forget to Attend the Sorority Teas
Honoring Pledges on Sunday"
Phone 2047

WELCOME HOME!

Goleman Speaks
At Race Meeting

By PRIMO YOB

The regular monthly meeting of
the Race Group will be held Tues
day evening October 25.
The speaker will be Dr. Irving
Goleman. His topic will be "Mi
nority Groups and the College
Student."
Watch the Bengal Bulletin for
the correct time and place.

PITY THE POOR
ONION!
A sad, sad "pome" peeled off
By MISS X
God pity the onion, forgotten
and cold,
To hamburgers, he's a dis
ease.
For his, heavenly scent is a
big detriment
To college activities.
We wonder, is it the taste
he has,
That students shun him
so?
For he doesn't bore the
guests to tears
And he isn't cursed with
To the college keeds, a burg
er needs
A dash of perfume, by
heck.
For that onion scent is a big
detriment
When a fellow expects to
To the college gals and all
their pals,
The onion has something
amiss
For a guys not so ready to
say "let's go steady,"
When onions are mixed in
And

how can a couple be
happy
And how can the coeds be
smug?
Onions inside, don't promote
a long ride
And onions don't help one
to
.
God pity the onion out
the cold
He's now shunned by
erybody.
For • love won't wait
onions abate,
The kids would just
soon study.
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Costume Ensembles
Dresses
Suits
Fur Coats
Smartly Trimmed
Coats
California Mixture
Coats

_
Jackie Cooper
Melvyn Douglas
Nancy Carroll «
John Halliday
Jackie Searl
Irene Rich
One of n,e Movie <u,ir

Y-
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DUTIES WELL DONE
October 31-November 5
Activities for which the march
She will be glad to give
ing band appear are: Football
games, rallies, parades for speyou a personal consul
cial occasions, and
basketball
tation
regarding the care
games. So far this season the
group has played for two foot
of your skin. Telephone
ball games, several rallies, and
our store and make an
one parade. Today's jaunt to the
game is the only trip left for the
appointment for your
band ihis year.
complimentary Elmo
As a spirit-instiller and colorprovider, Pacific's band ranks in
facial and makeup.
the forefront of collegiate march
ing groups on the Coast. Hats
off to "Pop" Gordon and his tribe
of Tiger tooters who "blow the
horn" for C. O. P. in more ways 2002 Pacific Ave.
Phone
than one.
STOCKTON

ev

8250.0oo.oo Contest Pieties

V1

Conducted by our band direc
tor, Mr. Robert "Pop" Gordon,
and led by our capable drum
major, Gene Rotsch, the Pacific
marching band has possibilities of
developing into one of the best
ever to be organized here. Ow
ing to the fact that there are
many new men in the band, it
will take a little time before they
reach perfection. Marching pos
ture, learning to play solidly while
marching, keeping ranks and files
straight %nd a faster marching
cadence are weaknesses which will
be overcome by more practice.
Registration
brought
seventy
candidates for places in the march
ing band. Since there are only
fifty uniforms available some
thing had to be done to elimin
ate a few of the candidates. This
is the first time in the history of
the Pacific Band that membership
was obtained through competition.
This competitive basis for mem
bership seemed to stimulate en
thusiasm and cooperation, which
was lacking in previous years.
The band this year consists of:
Fifteen clarinets, two piccolos,
four saxaphones, four alto horns,
four drums, ten cornets, two bari
tones, four trombones, and four
basses.
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CARLEEN'S
Home Decorating Studio

Costume Jewelry!

Street, sport and dress shoes in
soft suedes and smart leathers.
Black, blue, burgundy with Cuban
or High heels.

SHOE DEP'T—Mezz. Floor

Marching Band
Develops Fast

B. O.

Edward Simonsen, president of
the Pacific Student Association
two years ago, will be among the
many alumni returning to cele
brate Homecoming. Simonsen is
now teaching at Bakersfield
High School.
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Empire evening dress with bras
siere suggestion and puff sleeves
developed in Empire green with
gold lace.
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THE
PIEDMONT
HIGH
School kids had better look out
or they will hit on something yet.
Now it is a contraption to remove
soft boiled eggs from their shells.
The egg is held upright in a
cradle. A knife slices off the top
of the shell, and two spoons on a
shaft scoop out the egg. They say
it works.
PROPOSITION TWO ON THE
November ballot is the Humane
Pound Act. Poundmasters are to
dispose of all dogs not claimed, but
scientists are up in arms over the
bill. U. C. President Sproul said,
"The real objection to the bill is
that it attempts to enact anti-vivi
section, which the people and the
legislature have already refused
to accept, by concealing its real
purpose under a cloak of senti
ment." Watch for it on the No
vember ballot.

Mr. Horace Brown, violinist
Mrs. Horace Brown, cellist; Mr.
Robert Gordon, playing tho bass
viole; Mr. Hoyle Carpenter, oboist,
and Mr. Alfred Rageth, clarinetist,
are Pacific Conservatory faculty
members who play in tho orches
tra. To these people a great deal
of credit should be given because
they add considerably to the or
chestra's success.

OPENING PROGRAM
The ope. ng program Monday
evening will
be built around
Tschalkowsky's Fifth Symphony.
Many people should be well ac
quainted with this masterpiece
since it Is very popular and con
tains very melodious themes of
nationalistic nature. The guest
artist of the evening will be Miss
Esther Green, dramatic soprano,
who takes popular roles in the
San Francisco Opera Company
Accompanied by the orchestra,
Miss Green will sing "Joyous Hall
of Song" from "Tannhouser," by
Wagner, and a selection from
"The Queen of Sheba," by Gounod.
Rossini's overture, "II Signor
Bruschino," "The Chicken," by
Bolzoni, and "Danse Slave," by

And She Didn't Get Her Studying
Done After All; Whatta Life!

SOME PEOPLE HAVE ALL
the luck! Here is a guy that found
the richest gold mine in Nevada
by Just watching a badger dig.
He said badgers like to dig in a
soft mineral that usually leads to
gold. The assay is reported to
run between 30 and 300 dollars a
ton.

PACIFIC MUSICIANS
Playors In the orchestra are
mostly people from Stockton who
perform for their enjoyment and
intellectual gain. With this spirit,
It is no wonder that the orchestra
has realized success.

«
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^Qptudent Card
Drive Nears

Mr u<

International
Club Sends
Delegates

ORGANIZER
•
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'
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Climax

Committees Combine
To Stage Final
V p.S.A. 'Putsch'

W . Nl,
ho,

V«i
'A hs Completion of the student body
"by card drive by members of the Ex'ecutive, Publications, Student Af
fairs and Rally Committees is ex
acted next week, according to Ken
tUrn • Ve
laas, chairman of the drive.
1|
" These four lar^e committees comn" ^'h
bined forces last Monday to start
Wn ».
,
. .
L.
*
,•
J,
the drive> each member
"blhci
these
'n'' Pen Ngroups pledging to cover six pros
I._
Af fVin
A# the
>"ll|nat 'tlai
'""Htjpects.
At
the inception of
"n. y ^ "d, ^<'big putsch," 18 students still reained outside the PSA fold. The
Iht'
rive received its initial impetus
at the Ex. Committee meeting
Monday night.
h*
vio,
IM Ret
Other business of the meeting in
(
cluded approval of bills, approval
to th,
«s«
vocational conferences to be
r>d
held on the campus, as in the
of niy
"".past, appointal of a committee to
his
too>. relieve congestion on campus bula too
tUUch! .letin boards.
1 0
lnto .,,1 Brought up for discussion was
<1 th. v
honflr
*
Oh
at 'the possibility of sending Presih'°ah. ma . '-dent Erwin Farley and Yell Leader
•
ybe
' (Ernie Atkinson to Chicago with the
jteam on November 7. It was de
>*ow KR
U w
cided to find out the general rewiunt
"atxj t0 j jaction of the student body to the
I tit cn
and "(proposal before the Ex. Commit»h a alng| i^/Hee took action.
•
Hee
' 1 • • °f
of .
an 'SKI Rally and dance plans for Homeof a tv„l 0l>eillcoming were discussed, definitely
thi dlf P
ettled. President Farley recomfare
t
the
ended that the committee preIBUr
are for the nomination of the
hairman of the Mardi Gras to he
'lr'antatlon „ 9 held next March.

Two Representatives
At Bi-State Meet
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?TnK • -52s
jL2^'«c

Chem. Students
re Busy
i'

'PP*d Into the t* 0f extt
of
«»*
-mente1
suddenly
Test tubes, deflagrating spoons
"'uht and I r~ filter paper! These and many
many
' ^ kknow
n At,, J . L .«A
P,,l A V,
tU? t,A*n
A MA
^A AAIWT A IIVI A
if
lore such
things are
fascinating
no w
ew students in Chemistry laborah
d
me t0
ny h
on
n M
"
nli V
head 't ory. They are discovering the
" 1 1 b u t thought thri" o£ mixing green and red
here. *
' 8 nd getting a yellow vapor. The
,,, th.Mn nrr,8' 8 c°mb
and 88
llgJ lew experience of searching for
such
exciting
.,|Md oul I «aw I was, Ixplanations of
(hemical actions is eagerly await' ,1m' ot car lights
r the campus—
d each week. The fact that-the
"d ' "'ayod home and i .oiution turned green' when the
xerefse book says it will turn
,lue does not dampen their spirits.
innrgla Tech won from, 11 in all, the new students keep
Mland In 1917 by a scons sking themselves why they have
' 0. Thoy piled up 82 verlooked this thrilling subject
•wna, 37 extra points and, .11 this time.
*1.

MISS
AMY
HEMINGWAY
JONES, secretary of the Carnegie
Endowment for World Peace, will
address the assembled delegates
of California and Nevada Inter
national Relations Clubs at San
Rafael today. Gregg Prifer and
Ken Farr are Pacific's representa
tives at the conference.

Wiens Asks Mags
Miss Adina Wiens, home eco
nomic professor, wishes to thank
students and faculty for their gen
erous ' response to the appeal for
jars and jelly glasses.
She also makes another request
this time for past numbers of
magazines, such as Good House
keeping, Sunset, Parent Magazine,
Reader's Digest, Better Homes and
Gardens
and
Ladies
Home
Journal.
There is a shelf in 210-W dedi
cated to contributions, where these
periodicals will be at the disposal
of the students. Students help in
this matter will be very much ap
preciated.
o
The first intersectional Inter
collegiate football game was played
between Princeton and the Uni
versity of Virginia in 1890. Prince
ton won, 116 to 0.

ThePiiyofit

lew Radio Room
The Radio Technology class now
has a more or less sound-proof
room in which to test out radio
sets. The room is padded with a
aterial similar to beaver board
located next to the radio
lab room on the second floor of
Weber Hall.

PEARL PRETTYMA

Pacific's International Affairs
Club will be represented today and
tomorrow at the Northern Cali
fornia-Nevada International Rela
tions Clubs' Conference to be held
at Dominican College in San Ra
fael, California.
Two representatives left this
morning to participate in the full
two-day program. They are Gregg
Phifer, president of the local or
ganization, and Kenneth Farr, new
ly elected vice-president. Other
members of the club may possibly
go for part of the session Satur
day.
PROGRAM INVITING
Two distinguished speakers will
highlight the conference. Miss Amy
Heminway, the representative of
the Carnegie Endowment for In
ternational Peace in charge of In
ternational Relations Clubs, will be
the speaker at one of the lunch
eons. Dr. Malcolm E. Graham,
professor of political science at the
University of California at Los An
geles, will also address the entire
gsoup.
Feature of the session will be
the student round tables. Four
different subjects will be under
discussion,
"The Far Eastern
Crisis," "Europe and International
Security," "Economic Readjust
ments for World Peace," and "Fu
ture of Racial Minorities in Central
Europe."
BRITAIN TOPIC
At last week's meeting of the
International Affairs Dr. Noel J.
Breed, professor of English History
at the College of the Pacific, spoke
on the subject, "The Future of the
British Empire."
In Dr. Breed's opinion, the Brit
ish commonwealth of nations is
drawing closer together as a re
sult of the challenge of the RomeBerlin axis. The commonwealth
will probably grow in number and
in size, as various territories of the
Empire proper are added to its
dominions.
As far as the Empire proper is
concerned, no one can be sure just
what, will happen. Britain may or
may not fight r't1- ?r than sur
render some of her own territory.
"I haven't the slightest idea," Dr.
Breed answered when asked wheth
er Britain would fight rather than
surrender Tanganyika or some
other part of her colonial territory.
Plans are already under way for
the next meeting of the Interna
tional Affairs Club a week from
Tuesday. It Is hoped that Pro
fessor Adina Wiens of the Stock
ton Junior College faculty may
tell some of her experiences in
China, perhaps at an evening meet
ing of the club.

NATIONAL SAFETY COUNCIL
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Band
Debate
Athletics
Mardi Gras
Pub lications
Rally Programs
Social Events
A Cappella Choir
Employment Bureau
Student Government
Associated Women Students
Student Christian Association

Debate Teams
Open Season
Tonight

CHAIRMAN

Stockton Plays Host To Northern California
Jaysees On Pacific Campus Tomorrow

Pulich-Fanucchi Team
Meets S. F. State

Earl "Bubble" Brooks, veteran
guard who backs up the line of de
fense. He has proven a stone wall
this year on the right side of the
Nevada line. His constant line of
chatter will make good competition
for Hugh McWilliams.

Ted "The Greek"

First intercollegiate debate of
the 1938 season will bring together
San Francisco State and the Col
lege of the Pacific on the local
campus tonight at 6:45. The early
hour has been set to permit at
tendance at the Homecoming
Game.
Representing the College of the
Pacific will be Martin Pulich, var
sity debate manager and John
Fanucchi, last year's student body
president at Bakersfield J. C. and
star on the debate squad there.
San Francisco State will probably
be represented by a veteran men's
team. Last year's engagement be
tween Louis Sandine and Erwin
Farley, representing the College of
the Pacific, and Van Houte and
Nelson, representing San Fran
cisco State, resulted in a two to
nothing decision for Pacific.

Stockton Junior College is playing host to members
of the Northern California Junior College Association to
morrow in a day of speech activity.
Modesto J. C. has the largest representation entered
at press time, with a total of twenty-four students due to

Faye Goleman
Leads Sex
Discussion
Erwin Farley, president of the
Pacific Student Association, will
act as chairman at the opening
intercollegiate debate of the
1938 season with San Francisco
State College tonight.

Homecoming
Celebration
Commences

NON-DECISION
Tonight's contest will probably be
a non-decision debate, however, af
fording San Francisco State no
opportunity for revenge. The pub
Continued From Page 1
lic is, as usual, cordially invited
to attend. The debate will be held bonfire the alumnae group of
led Demosthenes, Nevada center,
either in the S. C. A. Rooms or San Joaquin County invited all Col
is playing his third year for the
in room 301 of the Administration lege of the Pacific alumni and
Wolf pack. He Is a hard man to Building.
block out of the line, plays a hard,
their guests to a reception in Ander
.
vicious type of football that has INTRAMURAL
son Hall. A large number of for
made him popular with grid fans.
Last Wednesday night the first mer Pacific students attended.
round of the Intramural Tourna
The final event of Homecoming
ment was ljeld under the super
weekend
will be special services in
vision of Professor E. R. Nichols,
one of the directors of forensics. the various Stockton churches SunParticipating in the discussion Jay morning. President Tully C.
groups were a large number of Knoles will give the Homecoming
prospective debaters for the Stock sermon, as has been his custom,
ton Junior College and the College
at Central Methodist Church.
of the Pacific.
The next round of the Intra LITTLE THEATER
Continued From Page 1 mural Tournament will probably
"The Ghost Flies South" will be
be held. Yells and songs of both be held on Monday night at 7:00. the Homecoming attraction given
schools will receive a thorough go Definite announcement will be made by. Pacific's Little Theater this
through the Bengal Daily Bulle year. This modern comedy was di
ing-over at this point and cheers tin.
rected by Lucien Scott, and has
will be directed at the Wolfpack
been presented at various towns
near Stockton.
gridders staying at the Hotel
The play will be presented at
Stockton.
8:30 Saturday night. Admission is
It is not yet definite whether
50 cents, and season tickets are not
"Pop" Gordon's Tooters will be on
accepte.d
hand ix ; he reception and pa
•
o
rage, but if they are not, the Ne
vada band, which is knowi as one
j
of the largest in the country for
the size of the school, will pro
vide martial music.
All PSA members and friends
Six students have met require
are urged by the Rally Commit
ments for their degree since the
tee to be on hand for the big re
June 1938 commencement by at
ception, lend their vocal support
tending summer sessions, either at
Pacific or other universities and
in the effort to give Nevada a
colleges. Tr. degrees will formally
long-to-be-remembered welcome.
be conferred on these students
BONFIRE RALLY
with the class or June 1939, accord
ing to the office of the Senior
Tonight's Nevada welcome will
College registrar.
climax the Homecoming activities
These students are ali employed
of the Rally Committee, which had
in various kinds of interesting
its other big inning last night
work: Mrs. Wilhelmina K. . Tarwhen a student body rally was
bert
is teaching music education cn
touched off by the Freshman Bon
our own campus, while Miss Gene
fire blaze. One of the two largest
Art Farey, business manager
frosh conflagrations in C. O. P. of the Pacific Little Theater, vieve Moran is teaching in the
elementary school at Hopland,
history, the bonfire started the turns news writer to tell readers
Thursday night doings at 7:30 p. of the Pacific WEEKLY about Mendocino County; Mrs. Joy Van
Allen Wilson is a housewife and is
m. Yells and songs were led by the special Homecoming pro
residing in Ukiah; Mr. James R.
Yell Leaders Atkinson, Briggs and duction of "The Ghost Flies
Wilson and Mr. Glenn L. Harper
Shedler and members of the team South."
are getting their general secon
and coaching staff were presented
dary credentials in English and
by Student Body President Erwin
zoology, respectively, at the Col
Farley on a specially-erected plat
lege of the Pacific, and Miss Dor
form near the site of the bonfire.
othy E. Van Gelder is working in
In the best Pacific tradition, the
the personnel office of Bullocks in
Frosh dispensed with their dinks
Los Angeles.
(in the fire), went over to the
MID-YEAR GRADS
gym following the rally for the
The following is the tentative
student body dance, held from
graduate list for January, 1939:
8:30 to 10:00 p. m. The dink ritual
Philip Alosi, Aileen Buoy, Honorio
marked the end of the Frosh pe
Burgisay, Roy Cenirulo, Alvin Coriod of servitude and durance vile
diga, Milton Kwate, Mary Lomin regard to the fairer sex.
prey, Marjorie Nichols, Richard
NEW RALLY MEMBERS
Patriquin, Martin Shearer, Mar
jorie Vachon, Vada Ward, Park
To help out on plans for the
Wilson and Primo Yob.
Homecoming rallies and to aid in
the extended future program of
the Rally Committee, five new
82nd HOMECOMING
members were added to the group
Activities among graduates and
by Chairman Atkinson this week.
undergraduates on the campus this
They are Ogden Cooley, Bill Shed
weekend will mark the 82nd annual
ler, Bill Dean, Ham Briggs and
Homecoming for the College of the
Betty Barry.
' Pacific.

3ig Welcome
banned For
Nevada

MANAGER

C. O P. Announces
"Late," Mid-Year
Graduates

YOULL NEVER
REACH 70
1 DOING 7 0

Pacific Student Association

J. C. Forensic 'Day'
Draws Six Schools
•come under Dr. E. O. Smith. Sa
linas J. C. and Menlo J. C. have
registered definitely, while Sacra
mento J. C., Susanville J. C. and
San Mateo J. C. will probably
complete registration before to
morrow.

Starting with the topic, "Prepara
tion for Marriage," the Men and
Women Relations Group under the
guidance of Mrs. Faye Goleman,
will start discussions next Monday,
continuing for a period of five
weeks.
Mrs. Goleman, who is noted for
her work as a psychiatric social
lecturer and also for her outstand
ing work at Asilomar last year, will
head the group on many helpful
and valuable topics pertaining to
men-women relations, including the
physiological side. These topics
have been chosen because of their
importance to and popularity with
the students.
" This group proved to be one of
the most popular sponsored by the
S. C. A. last year. It is open to
Sophomores, Juniors and Seniors.
The freshmen will be given their
chance in the spring. Any qualify
ing and interested student is in
vited to the S. C. A. rooms next
Monday at 3:20 p. m.

Visual Education
Helps Students
Visual education is being used
a great deal in the science courses
this year. The College of the Pa
cific has taken on this modern
phase of instruction rapidly since
its introduction.
The Chemistry division
uses
movies to explain the more diffi
cult processes and reactions, while
the Geology class uses slides and
movies almost every day to illus
trate points brought out in the
lectures.
This means of explanation has
been enthusiastically welcomed by
the students as the elaborate ex
periments that used to be imagin
ed can now actually be seen and
discussed.

C. O. Pi Enrollment
Up 28 Per Cent
With, the final date for regis
tration passed there is an increase
of 28 per cent in full time stud
ents in the College of the Pacific
over last year, according to Miss
Ellen M. Deering, assistant regis
trar of the Senior College.
Of the 426 students registered in
the College of the Pacific this se
mester, there are 207 men hnd 219
•w omezu The total-fttdlsdea ^ grad
uate students, 125 seniors, 156
juniors, 49 unclassified, six applied
music students and eight auditors.

FULL PROGRAM
First item of business on the
day's program will be a panel discussi n at 10 o'clock. The topic
will be "Can world democracies
be preserved through alliances?"
Dr. Smith of Modesto J. C. will
act - chairman of this event.
At the luncheon from 11:30 to
1:30 Dr. Roy C. McCall, commis
sioner of forensics for the N.C.
J.C.A., will lead a discussion on
the future of forensic activity in
the organization.
In the afternoon attention will
be divided between orthodox nondecision debates and extemporan
eous speaking. The subject for de
bate will b- "Resolved: That the
democracies of the world should
collectively resist with armed
force the aggressions of totalitar
ian states#" The topics for those
entered in extemporaneous speak
ing will be chosen from the gen
eral field, "Factors contributing to
the rise of dictatorships."
At 4 o'clock will come the sym
posium discussion of the problem,
How can peace be maintained?"
Final and perhaps most popular
of all events of the day's activity
will be the after-dinner speaking
event on the subject, "Democracy
—Foo!"
Headquarters for the entire pro
gram will be Anderson Social Hall.
The public is cordially invited to
attend the debates, extempore,
symposium or panel discussions.
All events are non-competitive,
though opportunity for faculty
criticism will be provided.
LOCAL ENTRIES
Stockton Junior College will be
represented by a large group. Since
each school is allowed only one rep
resentative in the after-dinner
speaking, Donald McAdams will be
the sole local entrant in that event.
. Other members of the local
entry list include Walter Hogan,
Lois Archibald, Lyman Fulton,
Elton Martin, Christina Vanden
Akker, Max Gobel, Allen Breed,
Zenfch Masuda, Arliss Kaneda,
Laura Applegarth, Joe Thornton
and Kipp Gimpie.

Welcome Alumni!
Best Wishes For
The Coming
Year

PACIFIC
hoinf
Pifii ftp
V/lLM/T—ilv u ijEi
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FOR HOMECOMING....
MEET YOUR FRIENDS AT THE MILKY
WAY

The Home of the Frozen Milk Shake!

MILKY WAY
2305 Pacific Avenue

WAFFLES

FROZEN ORANGE

BLOW, THOU
WINTER WINDS

n c<

c b a
gmar

, i

Peckler & Giovanessi
V

Sport Shoes
For Women

DISMISSED—Young Bussey, 20year-old star halfback, dismissed
from Louisiana State Univer
sity's football squad. Various
reasons were given, but one
quotes him as saying it was be
cause he tried to form a players'
union of "L" letter men. "We
need an organization like the
CIO in Houston," he was quoted.

Don't Gamble
with Death

No m a t t e r what

YOU TOO
CAN
SUPPORT
THEM!

weather,
Tuck-Stitch
wear

Over 1700 Readers Each Friday
Ben Franklin said: "Hang together or hang separately," which is a good
thing to remember when shopping down town.

Peckler & Giovanessi
523 E. Main Street

National Safety Council

pajamas

novelty-

7<

provide

i-

perfect protection during
that breathless dash from
bed to robe! Zipper-closed
neck or Peter Pan collar,
ski bottom trousers and
c o rd

sashes.

Inca-clay,

Chateau, Pink, Blue and
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Classical Club SCENES
Elects Farley
Secretary

FROM SAN JOSE

AS SPARTANS GRFFJEDJjgERS

*

Concert To Feature
Pi Kappa Lambda
Graduate Members

Knoles Addresses
Group In Meet
On C. 0. P. Campus

A musical event of high
sional

Election of officers was the
principle business of the Classical
Association of the Pacific States
when it met here last Saturdny.
Dr. F. M. Combeliac of the Uni- ;
versity of Oregon was elected as
sociation president succeeding Mrs. i
Gretchen Kyne Drew of Berkeley, j
and Dr. Fred L. Farley, dean of
the senior college, was re-elected
secretary. Mrs. Carol Wlckert of
San Jose noise parade leads Pacificites down Santa
Berkeley was elected president of
Pacific Miss looks bewildered by it all.
Clara Avenue.
the central section: Mrs. Mildred
Gardner of Stockton, vice-presi
dent, and Mrs. Jane Rumntel of
Berkeley, secretary-treasurer.
Luncheon was served in the
dining hall to seventy members.
Miss Ellen De Ruchle and Miss
Marie Allen of the local club
were the acting hostesses. Mrs.
Attention, all brain-storms! The
C. A. Broaddus is Stockton presi
Stockton Junior College Honor
dent.
Society is REALLY going to get
K NOLLS' TOPIC
under way this year—in fact, of
"Ripples or Eddies in the ficial lists are already being com
Stream of language?" was the piled in the Registrar's office of
"Faith is behind the whole
subject chosen by Dr. Tully C. all the D. A. R.'s (Darned Aver movement of religion. Unless we
The Kiss-It Intelligence Test
•a race with homing pigeons; (c)
Knoles, as the first speaker on age Raisers) with a 2.3 grade have something that we don't un
the book of the month.
By MISS X
the program. He compared the point, and 40 honor points.
2. The freshman
bonfire i3
derstand but which we respect,
All students are requested to burned by (a) remote control; (b)
Those students eligible for the
English language to a stream en
there is no religion." With these
take the following test in order to a match; (c) the senior girls.
riched by tributaries of other first semester last year are auto
words, Rabbi Levy of the Temple
determine the Riss-K features
languages. Interesting: to him is matically charter members; those
3. An Archite is (a) a small
Israel in Stockton, opened the
which they have in their personal lamp; (b) a disease of the foot;
the fact that many of our ordi for both semesters last year are
first of a series of four lectures
ities. After taking the test, total (c) a mistakd.
nary words joined the main cur temporary members. This mem
on "The Jewish Viewpoint in Re
the final scores and then add the
rent, while other words more col bership is limited to one-tenth of
4. Rhizomia is (a) a patent
ligion."
sum together. If the result is zero medicine; (b) a new brand of
orful and meaningful were caught the average daily attendance of
He spoke to the voluntary class
you -are a moron and should work breakfast food; (c) the seven-year
the J. C.
in the eddies.
in religious theory which meets
Leon
Richardson,
professor
To the students who have made each Tuesday at 11:40 in room "moron" your intelligence, however itch.
emeritus of Latin at the Univers the Society three times out of 212. For the past four weeks, Dr. if the total is higher than ten
5. An Omega Phi is (a) an
ity of California, spoke on "How four goes the ultra-super honor of Frost of the First Methodist-Epis you are a perfect Riss-K personal amplifying instrument; (b) a po
ity
and
should
have
no
trouble
in
laitln Should Be Taught." He being a permanent member of the copal Church has spoken. This
litical instrument; (c) a founda
gave many apt examples of how organization.
A secret faculty week Rabbi Levy spoke. He will winning friends and influencing tion garment.
people.
the study of Latin influences committee of five must vote these
If students still find trouble In
continue for the next three weeks.
English grammar and style. Any students into permanent member
Caution—Do Not Cheat! Under their work after passing this test
Following him on the series will
foreign language, to be well taught ship on basis of not only grade
they should either leave school
be Dr. Foote and Reverend Long. line the correst answer.
he stated, should generate interest point, but extra-curricula activity,
1. Homecoming is—(a) the re immediately or read up on "How
Rabbi Levy also explained that
and fondness for study and should too.
in Judaism, there are orthodox, turn of all students who flunked to Get Around In Six Easy Les
give something to enrich life.
The idea of an honor society for
conservative and liberal groups out in their freshman year; (b) sons," by Iva Morale.
Junior
College
was
Mrs. Evelyn Clement of the Stockton
just as there are in Christianity.
State Board of Education and started last year, and a constitu He said that he was speaking as
head of the Teachers' Training tion drawn up by Betty Dixon a liberal or reform Jew.
and Certification Bureau gave a and Dwayne Scwell was approved
The idea of God developed out
statistical report on the number by the State Chapter. The local of the varied beliefs of many dif
of high schools offering Latin and chapter is sponsored by Miss ferent tribes. Even in the earliest
Everyone knows that the Pacific
the number and training of teach Marie Breniman and Dr. Allen days of history, concepts of God
Alma Mater was written in 1923,
ers, suggesting what other sub Waldo. The names of Stockton differed radically according to the
Junior College's great intellects
Pacific Symposium will go on by Lois Warner, but how many
jects to combine with Latin.
environment and experiences of
will be revealed in a forthcoming
the
air with a discussion of uni of you know it happfijiyJ cfr tie
MUSIC RENDERED
each tribe. However, it was in a
edition of the WEEKLY soon.
versal
fingerprinting in the United written, and^WtiarthcTauthoress is
common
belief
in
God
(or
Jahweh
Music of the afternoon was
doing
which is translated Jehovah) that States next Tuesday at 1:45 p. m.
given by Miss Frances Bower-A-drontest was held to write an
Judaism was developed as the re
man, soprano, who sang Brahams'
Theodore and Woodrow Escl
Alma Mater for Pacific, and all
ligion of the Jews. The God-idea
"Sapphic Ode,"
and
Norman
twin brothers who trgjv^Ierred to A. S. C. P. members were eligible to
is the basic idea in Judaism. This
lamb in a violin solo from Gluck's
Pacific from compete. When the battle was
is universal among all religions. the College of
opera, "Orpheus and Eurydlce."
The first official meeting of the
At one time there were around Reedbejrr., ate writing the over, and the judges had reached
Mr. Allan Bacon was accompanist
Frosh Club under the leadership 613 laws which must be followed^'/-Script for the program, which will a decision, one student was thrill
for both.
ed double when the organ pealed
In appreciation of the large and of its new president, Jack Hanner, if a man were to be a Jew.
be in the form of a round table the chords of "Pacific Hail" for
enthusiastic delegations the Stock was held last Monday evening in have now been pared d^P„ t0
thirteen articles of faitlj^Ljjg fjrst discussion. Other members of Dr. the first time—Lois Warner.
ton club has sent to past meet the S. C. A. rooms.
She is now Mrs. Chester Wins
McCall's speech class may help out
A
half-hour
of
community
sing
is:
"I believe in GoiPm
ings, this city was chosen for
ton, having married Chester Wins
this year's meeting, it was stated, ing preceded the meeting. Death
Next week, Rabbi-/*kevy will ex- in the reading.
ton, formerly of the C." O. P.
the first time such a meeting has Valley pictures were shown. They
Last Wednesday "Post Mortem"
-yvelve articles.
faculty. Mrs. Winston resides in
been held outside the bay district. were followed by a short business
was staged by Radio Stage. "Post Oakdale, where her husband is in
The next meeting will be held in meeting during which a commit
Mortem" is the first script received structor in woodwork in the high
tee was appointed to draw up a
Portland, Oregon.
from the Intercollegiate Script Ex school. Singing, and teaching voice
constitution. Appointees were Effie Calderwood and Quincy Ham
change. Some of the members of are her hobbies, along with rais
ing a daughter 12 and a son, 10.
ilton. Plans were also made for
/Mr. Fenix's Industrial Manage the all-male cast were Howard
a skhting party.
ment class visited the Coca-Cola Thurston, Bob Lanning, Dan BooSeveral girls in Miss Wiens'
trition C l a s i _ u . " * ' u
plant on North Wilson Way from ney, Tom French and Bud Meyers.
according ^ a'c ",a*",l8 diet Plans SOCIAL WORKERS WANTED
11-12 noon last Thursday.
Dr. Knoles' World Today will be
—to class work to help
Dr. Harold Jacoby announces
The group of more than twentytheir own conditions.
on
Monday as usual. Thurston and
that he would like to see all stud five gave special attention to raw
The girls are hoping the results ents Interested in social work dur
materials, plant layout, power, Becker's Collegiate Hi-Lights will
aren't too far off in the wrong ing the next week. His offices are
transportation, division of labor, be on the air Tuesday.
direction, especially those who are located in Room 308 of the Ad.
Today at 1:30 Pacific Personality
and other items peculiar to indus
very stout or thin.
Building.
will feature "Pop" Gordon in an
try.
informal interview regarding Pa
cific's band.
The radio schedule will move up
one-half hour beginning next Tues
day, November 2. All campus
broadcasts are released through
KGDM.

J. C. Honor Group
To Name New
Members

Hymn Composer
Living In Oakdale

Frosh Club Holds
Regular Meeting

Classyisifs Local
C^a-Cola Plant

reen Reine Anderson appear *
cital on the Conservatory ger"
8:15

^4s the Candy Season is now approaching we are very happy to
Announce that we are again featuring

fW

A group of Santa Jose "elcomers. ^

the

Honor Society
Adds Seven
Members

Thomas Wilfred Shows
New Color Organ
Thomas

Wilfred

of

New York

City will he presented by the Haggin

Memorial

College of

Galleries

and

the

the Pacific in a re

cital on the Clavilux, or Color Or
gan, in the Pacific , Auditorium on
the evening of Thursday, Novem
ber 3, at 8:15 P. M.
Wilfred, inventor of the Clavilux,
presents this recital as representa
tive of his inventions and discov
eries while experimenting in his
laboratories

at

the

Institute

of

Light in New York, where he has
worked for the past twenty-five
years toward a perfection of Lumia, the new art of light.
Because of the remarkable three
dimensional projection principal of
the

Clavilux,

the

ordinary

flat

white screen can be made to ap
pear as a window into unlimited
space in which light forms seem
to float out away from the spec
tator for an indefinite elistance be
fore they finally disappear.
-Br."Grace L. Morley, director of
the San Francisco Museum of Art,
watched one of Mr. Wilfred's per
formances when she was in New
York this spring. She is extremely
enthusiastic and claims the effect
is one of the utmost beauty which
quite transports the audience, and
she is eager that the Western pub
lic benefit from the performance.
TICKET SALE
Tickets are for sale at the In
formation Office in the Ad. Build
ing by Miss Ward, Miss Spalteholz,
and the Holden Drug Company in
Stockton. Tickets will also be
on sale at the box office on the
evening of the recital.
The prices are as follows: Side,
55 cents; rear center, 75 cents; and
center, $1.10.

Known Throughout the Bay Region for Its Distinctive Quality

Know Edy's, then, and be truly
convinced you know the best.
A FULL LINE OF FROZEN DESSERTS
FOR ALL OCCASIONS, MADE TO ORDER

•/7L

lR\Al!M

For better business positions

925 E. Harding Ph. 8953

Fully Accredited—Jtf AACS
California at Weber ^Stockton

Campus Representative

109 N. Sutter
Phone 652
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"Mitch" Cobeaga, Wolf tailback,
who is oftimes rated as one of the
best coffin corner kickers in the
Far Western Conference. He is a
triple-threater, being able to kick,
run, and pass with the best of
them.
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Miss Badger is head of th
sic department of San Fr< 6
Junior College and is a
of the San Francisco Opera p.
pany. Her soprano voice has i""
sweetness and volume pius . 1. fi
range and flexibility. Her teaj P'"
ment is distinctly dramatic anf
has "personality plus."
_ .
Accompanied by Beatrice fiJ j "e°^d en'"; ;
she will sing two groups of. ^ A f''
S0(| r ,ts '
ranging from Bach to
American. Of special interest! r !Lccd
be two early American folk
I
those ^
arranged by Leo Sowerb,
nil
Ernst Bacon.
lt«ouw
Kathreen Reine Anderson is
known locally as pianist
J,°f 00dlti J
teacher. According to her
'
'
'
c
John Gilchrist
ilehrist Elliott.
Elliott, sh„
she Lmf^.jjot,"
haj
»n
;h U>
truly prodigious technique ar.-; T .. in
I tho |
:
one of the best pianists ever i
1
graduate from the College ofs! ''
indly
Pacific. She will play the litt
heard "Auf dem Wasser Zu si,:
gen" by Schubert, arranged**
ggrid
Liszt, in the same group with tt •
0Tlth
"Prelude and Fugue in F " rf »• *u:
it?
by Bach and a Brahms "Im([
lot in
•ft
mezzo."
tf three
tit
d*'
BRAVURA STYLE
JP of e*
One of the most tremendouti ,,
bravura in style of all piano lite,, Vk . • •
ture is the "Polonaise in E majtf
, '
by Liszt which will open her j
his
ond group. Following the I ^
I he
number will be the "Danseuses
jjist' "
Delphes" by Debussy and the 1 'lnduStry
number will be a new and brilli: ¥'. 0n(
composition by Ernst Toch entit " V
•Der Jongleur,"
. K ^ only I vim
Pi Kappa Lambda extends ucu
lmM t0 ,•>,
dial invitation to the public t
" '
g«
attend this recital.
f
• joeBct it •
Bond youn
jroom 801
I meeting and
Nichols,
trying to get
Aether or w
f She whi
st.-

beauty

"WHERE THE FOOD
IS ALWAYS GOOD-

Hamburgers—Hot Dogs

448 West Freijiont
Phone 3013

"Mitch" Cobeaga

The Stockton Mineral Club is
presenting an exhibit of minerals
this evening, October 28th, at the
Coca Cola Hall, 1100 N. Wilson
Way. The exhibit is made up of
the various collections of the
members of the
Mineral Club.
There will be gems and gem ma
terial as well as polished minerals
on display. Everyone who is in
terested is welcome to attend.

Barbecue
Sandwiches

Dairy Products
Serve Pacific

Thursday's assembly was turned
over to the All-College Honor So
ciety, whose president is Bobbin
Gray Peck. This society, which
corresponds to the national Phi
Beta Kappa Honor Society, takes
in about seven new members each
semester from the upper division
students.
In traditional manner
they were called to the stage fiom
the audience, presented to the Pa
cific
Student
Association
and
faculty.
Artelle Baxter, Gladys Hughes,
Marie Nichols, Doris Hancock, Mil
dred Logermasino, Norman Noteware, and Wesley Dunton were
called to the stage.
Dr. Coder, of the College of the
Pacific English Department, de
livered the address, "Our Oldest
Language," carrying on the AllCollege Honor Society's tradition
of presenting an outstanding speak
er on their assembly programs.
The new members will be initi
ated on Saturday morning at An
derson Hall at the early hour of
7:00 a. m. Following their induc
tion, there will be a breakfast in
their honor at Tiny's to which all
Alumni are invited.

Club Meets

Genuine

BLUE RIBBON

College audito,

BADGER DRAMATIC

PACIFIC AVENUE
COFFEE SHOP

WE NEVER CLOSE

CANDIES

1928 Pacific Avenue

of

the

Kappa Lambda, national hon
music society, under whos '
pices the program is being

Newby's Inc.
Home

in

Both are graduate member:

Welcome Home Bengal Tigers
After the game, drop into the DELTA. It's the College
Headquarters for delicious Fountain Specials, Sand
wiches, Milk Shakes and Sodas.

will be pr

when Flossita Badger ana

Quiz Tests Practically Nothing At All, But It's
Full of Homecoming Spirit- (Or Something)

Fingerprints Topic
Of Symposium
Broadcast

caliber

next Tuesday evening, Noveta

Jewish Creed KNOW THE ANSWERS TO Clavilux Will
Display Here
THESE? THEN GO TO
Outlined By
Next Week
HEAD OF THE CLASS!
Rabbi Levy
In Tuesday PostChapel Meetings

Girls Dieting

Conservator
Recital On
Tuesday

$1

40 $3

0

$1 » **
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